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INTEGRATING QUANTUM GROUPS OVER SURFACES
DAVID BEN-ZVI, ADRIEN BROCHIER, AND DAVID JORDAN
Abstract. We apply the mechanism of factorization homology to construct and
compute category-valued two-dimensional topological field theories associated to
braided tensor categories, generalizing the (0, 1, 2)-dimensional part of Crane-Yetter-
Kauffman 4D TFTs associated to modular categories. Starting from modules for
the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group Uq(g) we obtain in this way an aspect of topo-
logically twisted 4-dimensional N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory, the setting intro-
duced by Kapustin-Witten for the geometric Langlands program.
For punctured surfaces, in particular, we produce explicit categories which quan-
tize character varieties (moduli of G-local systems) on the surface; these give uni-
form constructions of a variety of well-known algebras in quantum group theory.
From the annulus, we recover the reflection equation algebra associated to Uq(g),
and from the punctured torus we recover the algebra of quantum differential oper-
ators associated to Uq(g). From an arbitrary surface we recover Alekseev’s moduli
algebras. Our construction gives an intrinsically topological explanation for well-
known mapping class group symmetries and braid group actions associated to these
algebras, in particular the elliptic modular symmetry (difference Fourier transform)
of quantum D-modules.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we develop factorization homology valued in braided tensor cate-
gories and apply it to explicitly construct and compute category-valued invariants of
topological surfaces. The most important example for us is the braided tensor cat-
egory RepqG of integrable representations for the quantum group associated to the
reductive group G: from these we obtain categories which we call quantum character
varieties. These quantize moduli spaces of local systems on surfaces and provide a
unifying perspective on various constructions in quantum group theory. Quantum
character varieties form the 2−dimensional part of a topological field theory which is
a model for the Kapustin-Witten theory [KW07] (GL-twisted 4-dimensional N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory), and provide the spectral side of the quantum Betti geomet-
ric Langlands conjecture [BZN16]. These connections (which are discussed further
in Sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.4) suggest many rich structures for quantum character va-
rieties, some of which we discuss in this paper, and many which we plan to explore
in future papers.
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1.1. Factorization homology of surfaces. Factorization homology was originally
introduced by Beilinson and Drinfeld [BD04] in the setting of chiral conformal field
theory, as an abstraction (and geometric interpretation) of the functor of conformal
blocks of a vertex algebra. Factorization homology in the topological, rather than
conformal, setting is developed in [Lur] and further in [AF15, AFT17]. In this paper
we use the terminology and formalism of [AF15, AFT17]. See [Gin15] for a survey
and [CG] for more general applications to quantum field theory).
The algebraic input to factorization homology of surfaces (in the terminology
of [AF15] and subsequent papers) is a “2-disk algebra” in an appropriate symmet-
ric monoidal higher category C⊠. Informally speaking, a 2-disk algebra is an object
A ∈ C equipped with operations A⊠k → A parametrized in a locally constant fashion
by embeddings of disjoint unions of k disks into a large disk, and satisfying a compo-
sition law governed by composition of disk embeddings. There are several variants
of 2-disk algebras, named according to the kind of tangential structure carried by
the disks and embeddings: framed 2-disk algebras are better known as E2 algebras
(algebras over the little 2-disk operad), while oriented 2-disk algebras are (confus-
ingly) known as framed E2-algebras (algebras over the framed little 2-disk operad).
We adopt the terminology of [AF15] as it reflects the type of surfaces over which the
corresponding algebras may be integrated.
Our approach to constructing quantum character varieties is to apply the mech-
anism of factorization homology in the nonlinear setting of categories rather than
the linear setting of vector spaces or chain complexes, i.e., our target is a certain
(2,1)-category C⊠ of k-linear categories, linear functors and natural isomorphisms.1
An elementary but important observation is that in this case, an E2-structure is
determined already by the binary product A⊠2 → A labeled by a fixed embedding,
an associator natural isomorphism, and a collection of braid group actions, given
by monodromy over the configuration space. Taking into account compositions and
coherences, one finds that an E2-algebra in categories is simply a braided tensor cat-
egory. Likewise, a 2-disk algebra in categories is a balanced (braided) tensor category
(e.g. a pivotal braided category; see Remark 3.8).
The factorization homology of a framed surface S with coefficients in an E2-algebra
A is another object of C⊠, denoted
∫
S
A. The assignment,
S 7−→
∫
S
A ∈ C⊠,
induces a symmetric monoidal functor from a certain category of framed manifolds
and framed embeddings to C⊠. When A is an oriented 2-disk algebra, this functor
1Let us delay until Section 3 a discussion of the precise 2-categorical framework.
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becomes independent, up to equivalence, of the framing and then descends to a
functor from the analogous category of oriented manifolds and oriented embeddings.
The invariant thus produced may be characterized as follows: to an open disk
D2 is assigned, by definition, the underlying object of A; to a general surface S,
is assigned the “integration” (i.e. co-limit) over all possible embeddings of a finite
disjoint union of disks i : (D2)⊔k →֒ S. By construction the factorization homology
of any surface S with coefficients in A carries a universal morphism,
∆i : A
⊠k →
∫
S
A,
for every disk embedding, which moreover factors through the E2-multiplication
(in our case, braided tensor structure), whenever it factors through a larger disk
embedding. Finally, the unit of A endows the factorization homology of any surface
with a canonical pointing: there is a distinguished object
OA,S ∈
∫
S
A
which can be realized as
OA,S ≃ ∆i(1A),
for any disk embedding i : D2 →֒ S.
Factorization homology is a homology theory in the sense that it satisfies an exci-
sion property which is a primary tool for computations. Given an oriented 1-manifold
M (in particular M = S1 or M = I), the factorization homology
∫
M×RA carries a
canonical E1-structure (i.e., an associative product; in our categorical setting, a ten-
sor product) from the inclusion of disjoint unions of intervals inside a larger interval
(i.e., we stack cylinders inside a larger cylinder). Moreover the invariant of a mani-
fold with a collared boundary M is naturally a module for the E1-structure on the
invariant of its collared boundary (see Section 6 for a number of figures illustrating
excision in examples). This structure gives rise to the excision property of factor-
ization homology: let S = X− ⊔
M×R
X+ be a collar gluing of X± along a 1-manifold
P with a trivialization N ∼= M × R of a tubular neighborhood N of M . Then∫
X±
A are left and right
∫
M×RA-modules respectively, and there is an equivalence
[AFT17, AF15] of categories∫
S
A ≃
∫
X−
A ⊠∫
M×R
A
∫
X+
A.
1.2. Summary of results. Fix a balanced abelian rigid braided tensor category A.
Our main results are as follows:
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• We construct the category
∫
S
A for any oriented surface S, equipped with a
distinguished object OA,S and carrying an action of the group of orientation-
preserving diffeomorphisms of S.
• To a surface with distinguished S1 boundary component together with a point
chosen on it we attach a canonical algebra object
AS := EndA(OA,S) ∈ A,
the internal endomorphism algebra of OA,S. In Theorem 5.14 we produce an
equivalence, ∫
S
A ≃ AS -modA,
as a module category for A.
• In Section 5, we develop a combinatorial framework which allows us to pro-
duce explicit presentations of the algebras AS from a combinatorial presen-
tation (“handle and comb decomposition”) of a punctured surface S. This
involves giving an explicit computation of relative tensor products dictated
by the excision axiom.
If we drop the assumption that A is balanced, we obtain an invariant of framed
surfaces. We also prove analogous results to each of the above. While our results
apply to general abelian rigid braided tensor categories, we will mostly be concerned
in this paper with the example A = RepqG of representations of the quantum group
Uqg, associated to a reductive group G and an arbitrary q ∈ C× (see Section 1.3.2
for a precise definition). Note that the AS-modules which appear in this case are
required to be locally finite as modules for Uq(g), however they are not in any sense
locally finite for the AS-action. In the special case of the symmetric tensor category
A = RepG, the factorization homology
∫
S
RepG makes sense on any topological
space S.
In the derived setting, it was proved in [BZFN10] that the result is the dg category
of quasi-coherent sheaves on the character stack ChG(S), the moduli stack of G-local
systems on S (parametrizing homomorphisms ρ : π1(S) → G, modulo conjugation
in G): ∫
S
Repdg G ≃ QCdg(ChG(S)).
Remark 1.1. More precisely, this statement holds for the natural derived enhance-
ment of the character stack. The difference between the derived and underived
character stacks does not affect the abelian categories of quasi-coherent sheaves, and
so will be invisible for the constructions in this paper. Thus the reader is invited
to interpret ChG(S) in derived or underived fashion, without affecting the results
discussed.
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The analogous result for abelian categories of quasi-coherent sheaves on character
stacks of surfaces follows from the main results of this paper (see Remark 1.2 for
the relation between the derived and abelian theories). Thus we will consider the
category
∫
S
RepqG to be the quantum analog of sheaves on the character stack, and
refer to it as the (G-)quantum character variety. In this particular we have the
following:
• For any surface S the subalgebra of invariants of AS is an explicit quantiza-
tion of the Poisson algebra of functions on the G-character variety ChG(S),
equivariant for the action of the mapping class group of S, (Section 7).
• For the annulus Ann the algebra AAnn recovers the reflection equation algebra
Oq(G). For the punctured torus AS recovers the algebra Dq(G) of quantum
differential operators on G. More generally, for a punctured surface of arbi-
trary genus we recover the so-called moduli algebras of Alekseev. See Section
6 for a comprehensive review of these examples.
1.2.1. Factorization homology of linear categories. In order to set up factorization
homology of linear categories, we require a suitable higher categorical framework
— specifically we require a higher category of categories which carries a symmetric
monoidal structures and is closed under (sufficiently many) colimits. The collection
of abelian categories fails to satisfy these properties, and must be enlarged, in one
of several related ways. In setting up the general foundations we establish a formal-
ism that is potentially of independent interest to specialists in the theory of tensor
categories.
• We define factorization homology of surfaces with coefficients in rigid braided
tensor categories in the 2-category Prc of compactly generated presentable
categories (or equivalently Rex of finitely cocomplete categories).
• We develop several techniques, related to Beck monadicity, for describing
module categories explicitly as categories of modules for algebra objects,
mostly extending well-known results from the setting of finite (and typically
semi-simple) tensor categories (cf. [ENO10, Ost03, DSPS13]) to the infinite
and non-semisimple setting. In particular we prove monadicity results de-
scribing various constructions with abelian tensor categories (such as base
changes, relative tensor products, and traces) as categories of modules over
internal endomorphism algebras.
Remark 1.2 (Derived version). Prompted by discussions following the posting of
our preprint, J. Lurie [Lur16] has proved that (contrary to widely held expectations)
the collection of Grothendieck abelian categories is closed under tensor products. The
result is part of a general theory of derived analogues, called Grothendieck prestable
∞-categories, which are roughly (the positive halves of) stable ∞-categories (or in
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the k-linear setting where we work, k-linear differential graded categories) with t-
structures whose heart is a Grothendieck abelian category. It follows from Lurie’s
results that one can define factorization homology of E2-categories either in the
setting of dg (or stable ∞) categories, or in the refined setting of Grothendieck
prestable categories, i.e., keeping track of t-structures. For rigid braided tensor
categories one can check that our constructions in the discrete setting are compatible
with their derived analogues – i.e., our quantum character varieties are the hearts
of the natural derived quantum character varieties, obtained by integrating the dg
categories of representations of quantum groups and keeping track of t-structures.
(We intend to return to this derived comparison in a later paper.) In particular this
implies a priori that the categories constructed in this paper are in fact abelian – a
fact which is evident from our explicit description.
Remark 1.3 (Skein Categories). It is interesting to compare factorization homology
with the theory of skein algebras and skein categories (see e.g. [RS02, FG00, Wal]),
which provide a convenient graphical calculus for quantizing SL2- (and more gener-
ally SLn-) character varieties and for constructing associated 3-manifold invariants.
Roughly speaking, to each surface S and each braided tensor category A with a
choice of presentation (i.e. a collection of objects generating under tensor product,
morphisms generating under composition, and a specification of “local” relations on
morphisms), there is an associated skein category in which an object is a configura-
tion of disks, each colored by a generating object of A, and in which a morphism is
the quotient of the vector space of colored tangles by local relations in A. The result
is not typically an abelian category. The skein algebra is the endomorphism algebra
of the empty configuration, so it consists of closed tangles drawn in S × I.
There is an evident functor to the corresponding factorization homology category,
and so one may regard the latter as a co-completion of the former, though in what
precise sense this should be meant is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Nevertheless, this perspective gives a very useful dictionary: While skein categories
are elementary to define, they can be difficult to compute with algebraically, and do
not have good functoriality properties. Factorization homology on the other hand
enjoys manifest locality and functoriality properties, independence of presentation,
good behavior for closed as well as open surfaces and a natural (and nontrivial)
derived extension, which make it readily applicable to problems in geometric repre-
sentation theory. It would be very interesting to identify our factorization homology
construction and the similarly general abstract skein theory developed by Walker.
1.3. Detailed overview. We now describe our main results in more detail.
1.3.1. Punctured surfaces. Our main result, Theorem 5.14, is a concrete computation
of the quantum character variety of an arbitrary punctured surface S. Recall that
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the inclusion i : D2 →֒ S of disk in a surface defines a functor
∆i : A →
∫
S
A, 1A 7→ OA,S
from A to the quantum character variety, sending the unit 1A to the “quantum
structure sheaf”, the distinguished object OA,S ∈
∫
S
A. In the commutative case
A = RepG this functor is given by pulling back sheaves under
ChG(S) −→ ChG(D
2) ≃ pt/G,
and the distinguished object is the structure sheaf OChG(S) of the classical character
stack. Unlike the commutative case, however, the quantum character variety does
not carry an A-module structure in general. This is the two-dimensional analog of
the one-dimensional assertion that the cocenter A/[A,A] (or Hochschild homology
in the derived setting)
∫
S1
A of an associative algebra A carries a trace map from A
but has no natural A-module structure.
Our description of quantum character varieties is based on the observation that
if we chose a boundary interval I ⊂ ∂S we obtain a natural A-module structure on∫
S
A.
Remark 1.4. In fact this choice equips
∫
S
A with the structure moreover of a
braided module category ; this structure will be developed and exploited in a follow-up
paper[BZBJ16].
We can then describe the entire category
∫
S
A as the category of modules in A
for the internal endomorphism algebra of the distinguished object, relative to this
A-module structure, as follows.
Let AS := EndA(OA,S) denote the internal endomorphism algebra of OA,S. Here,
the internal endomorphism algebra, EndA(m) is an algebra in A, determined by an
A-module category M and an object m in M. See Section 3.3 for more details.
Theorem 1.5 (Theorem 5.14). Let A be a rigid abelian braided tensor category in
Prc. We have an equivalence of categories,∫
S
A ≃ AS -modA
respecting natural actions of the mapping class group of S relative to the boundary.
Remark 1.6. For A = RepG, this captures the statement that ChG(S) is affine
over pt/G.
The algebra AS can be described in completely explicit terms, once one chooses
a combinatorial presentation of the surface S, which we call a “gluing pattern” P
(see Section 5.2 and Figure 1 therein for a quick sense of what we mean). Suppose
the surface S has genus g and r ≥ 1 punctures, so that its fundamental group is
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free of rank 2g + r − 1. The gluing pattern highlights a set of free generators, and
for each rigid braided tensor category A determines an algebra aP ∈ A. Loosely
speaking this algebra is built from 2g+ r−1 copies of the reflection equation algebra
FA = AAnn (see Definition 4.17; it only depends on A), but with relations among
these “generators” determined by P . Explicitly, aP ∼= (FA)⊗2g+r−1 where each tensor
factor is a sub-algebra, and where cross relations are expressed using the braiding on
A and described in Section 5.2. We emphasize, however, that in general aP is not
simply the braided tensor product of copies of the FA’s – this appears only in the
case of the many-punctured disk – but rather the relations depend in an interesting
way on the pattern P : see Section 5.
Theorem 1.7. Given a gluing pattern P for S, there is a canonical isomorphism
AS ∼= aP
as algebras in A.
The proof is based on applications of the Barr-Beck monadicity theorem developed
in Section 3, which allow us to the describe various module categories over a rigid
tensor category A as categories of modules over an algebra internal to A. It is really
here that the rigidity assumption is most important.
The disk, annulus and once-punctured torus each admit a unique gluing pattern;
hence we will denote these simply by D2, Ann, T 2\D2, respectively. For higher genus
and number of punctures, a given surface may admit several distinct gluing patterns;
each such gives a different presentation for the algebra AS.
1.3.2. The case of quantum groups. Our main example will come from fixing a re-
ductive algebraic group G, and a Killing form κ on g = Lie(G). We will consider the
balanced tensor category A = RepqG: by this notation we will denote either the cat-
egory of locally finite-dimensional Uq(g)-modules, where Uq(g) is the quantum group
associated to g and κ when G is simply connected, or more generally the finite-index
braided tensor subcategory of Uq(g) -mod corresponding to G (and determined by
its Cartan subgroup) when G is not simply connected. We do not recall the presen-
tation of Uq(g) here; it can be found e.g. in [CP94, Section 9.1]. When q is a root of
unity, there are several different versions of RepqG one may consider, and to which
our results apply; see Section 1.4.3.
When A = RepqG, the algebras aP recover several interesting and well-known
constructions in the geometric representation theory of quantum groups:
(1) For the disk, we have aD2 ∼= 1A, which is just the tautological equivalence
A ≃ 1A -modA.
(2) For the annulus or cylinder, we have aAnn = Oq(G), the reflection equation
algebra [DKM03, DM03, DM02b, DM02a, KS09, Lyu95, LM94, Maj93].
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(3) For the punctured torus, we have aT 2\D2 ∼= Dq(G), the algebra of quantum
differential operators on G. This algebra has received a lot of attention in
recent years [STS94, Ale93, AGS96, BK08, BK06, VV10, Jor09, Jor14, BJ17].
(4) More generally, the moduli algebras of Alekseev [Ale93], [AGS96] can be
recovered as algebras aP associated to certain gluing patterns for higher genus
surfaces.
In particular, it should be emphasized that the algebras aP have explicit generators-
and-relations presentations, PBW bases, and interesting representation theory re-
lated to the symplectic geometry of the classical character variety. These features
are not typical of factorization homology in general, but emerge from the represen-
tation theoretic framework.
On the topological side, the reflection equation algebra, quantum differential op-
erator algebra, and moduli algebras all admit interesting actions of mapping class
groups of their associated surfaces, and can moreover be used to produce repre-
sentations of the associated surface braid groups, extending Reshetikhin and Tu-
raev’s constructions [RT90]. Whereas these topological structures have historically
been themselves constructed via generators-and-relations comparison, they now fol-
low naturally from the topological framework of factorization homology. This is an
important distinction if one wants to produce topological invariants and categor-
ical structures from these constructions - the categories and distinguished objects
associated to surfaces are functorial, but the particular presentations are not.
1.3.3. Quantization of character varieties. Let S be a surface. There is an affine
scheme RG(S) whose k-points are canonically identified with the set of group homo-
morphisms
RG(S) = {ρ : π1(S) −→ G}.
Equivalently, RG(S) is the moduli space of local systems equipped with a trivializa-
tion at a fixed point of S.
The stack ChG(S) is thus the quotient of RG(S) by the action of G changing the
trivialization. It follows that the categories of sheaves on the two spaces recover each
other by (de-)equivariantization, and sheaves on ChG(S) are given by modules over
the algebra of functions on RG(S) when considered as an object in QC(pt/G) =
RepG.
We denote by ChG(S) the G-character variety (not stack), that is the affine cate-
gorical quotient
ChG(S) := RG(S)
//
G
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by the natural adjoint action of G, to distinguish it from the character stack ChG(S).
The space ChG(S) carries a canonical Poisson structure originally due to Atiyah–
Bott [AB83] and Goldman [Gol84]. A discrete, combinatorial construction of this
structure was given by Fock–Rosly [FR99] using classical r-matrices. They construct
a Poisson structure on the representation variety RG(S) itself, which depends on the
choice of a representation of S as a so-called ciliated graph. When A is the category
of modules over the formal quantum group U~(g) and P is a gluing pattern for S,
the algebra aP is a flat deformation of the algebra of functions on the representation
variety RG(S). By regarding a gluing pattern P for S as a ciliated graph with only
one vertex, the Fock-Rosly construction determines a Poisson structure on RG(S).
Fock–Rosly’s construction was partly inspired by the work of Semenov-Tian-Shansky [STS94]
who introduced a certain dual Poisson structure on G, characterized by a classical
version of the reflection equation, and a Poisson structure on G × G (the classical
Heisenberg double) thought as a Poisson-Lie version of the cotangent bundle T ∗G.
He also constructed quantization of those structures. The relation between those
Poisson structures and ChG(S) was already noticed in [AM95].
Quantizations of ChG(S) were then obtained in [Ale93, AGS96] by, roughly, re-
placing classical r-matrices by quantum R-matrices, hence giving an FRT-like (in the
sense of [FRT90]) presentation of the sought quantization. We prove the following:
Theorem 1.8. The algebra aP is a quantization of the Fock–Rosly Poisson structure
on RG(S) associated with P . Its U~(g)-invariant part is independent of P , and is a
quantization of the canonical Poisson structure on ChG(S).
For suitable choices of gluing pattern P , our quantizations recover Alekseev’s alge-
bras. Actions of the mapping class group of the underlying surface on quantizations
of character varieties are constructed in [AS96] directly via generators and relations.
In our approach this is rather a by-product of their topological definition via factor-
ization homology.
1.4. Outlook. Here we collect several remarks pertaining to further directions of
study springing from the current work.
1.4.1. Computations in closed surfaces. In the tandem paper [BZBJ16], we extend
the present techniques to the setting of closed, and possibly marked, surfaces. The
key technical difficulty there is that, while punctured surfaces can be glued from
disks along boundary intervals, closed surfaces require gluing along boundary annuli
as well. In particular, in order to understand the algebraic data involved in sealing
up punctures, or gluing in marked points, we need a convenient monadic framework
for working with module categories over the factorization homology,
∫
Ann
A, of the
annulus. This is accomplished via the theory of quantum moment maps and quantum
Hamiltonian reduction.
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1.4.2. Four-dimensional topological field theory. Factorization homology fits natu-
rally into the language of extended topological field theory and the cobordism hy-
pothesis [Lur09b, Sch14]. This connection is motivational, but not technically nec-
essary for our paper, so we will be informal in our treatment.
One well-studied source of interactions between braided tensor categories and topo-
logical field theory is provided by the identification of modular categories – braided
tensor categories with strong finiteness – with the possible values of extended (1,2,3)-
dimensional topological field theories on the circle. This is the Witten-Reshetikhin-
Turaev (WRT) construction, originating in Chern-Simons theory.
Our work relates to a different chain of ideas, which braided tensor categories to
four-dimensional topological field theories such as the topologically twisted N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory used by Kapustin and Witten to study the geometric Lang-
lands correspondence. In this story braided tensor categories appear as the possible
values of a fully extended four-dimensional field theory on a point. The simplest ex-
ample of such a four-dimensional theory is the four-dimensional “anomaly theory” for
the WRT theory, which was first introduced by Crane-Yetter and Kauffman [CKY97]
(and hence will be here-after abbreviated CYK), using a modular category construc-
tion. The CYK theory is revisited in recent work of Freed and Teleman [Fre12], who
show that a modular tensor category M defines a fully extended (in fact invertible)
4-dimensional topological field theory valued in the Morita 4-category of braided
tensor categories.
The Cobordism Hypothesis [Lur09b] establishes that fully extended n-dimensional
topological field theories are functorially determined by the invariant assigned to an
n-disk, an object of a higher category with suitable finiteness conditions. Follow-
ing Lurie, Scheimbauer and Haugseng [Lur09b, Lur, Hau17, Sch14], an important
and accessible special case is provided by the Morita theory of En-algebras (see
also [JFS17]). This yields a higher category whose objects are algebras over the
little n-disks operad; roughly speaking, the higher morphisms in each dimension k
are En−k-algebras equipped with compatible En−k+1 actions of the source and target
k−1-morphism. The Morita theory of a given En-algebra automatically satisfies the
finiteness conditions necessary to define invariants of manifolds of dimension at most
n. The invariants are precisely those given by factorization homology.
Our construction fits in this formalism, since we regard braided tensor categories
as E2-algebras in Prc. In order to connect to the CYK and WRT theories, we may
take the complex parameter q appearing in the definition of RepqG to be a root of
unity; all our constructions still hold in this generality. In this case RepqG has the
modular tensor category appearing in WRT and CYK theories as a semi-simple sub
quotient.
It is expected by experts (cf. [Wal]) that under mild conditions ribbon categories
define “(3+ǫ)-dimensional TFTs”, meaning that they have all the lower-dimensional
12
structures of a four-dimensional theory but are not defined on 4-manifolds (as follows
for example from the infinite dimensionality of the vector spaces such a theory should
attach to certain 3-manifolds). This involves showing that a rigid braided tensor cat-
egory A defines a 3-dualizable object in the Morita 4-category of E2-algebras in Rex,
and that a ribbon structure gives rise to a homotopy fixed point structure for the
induced SO(3)-action. This is the subject of work in progress with N. Snyder [BJS].
The factorization homology of a balanced tensor category A over surfaces forms
a category-valued 2-dimensional oriented topological field theory, which produces
the same kind of data as the (0,1,2)-dimensional part of an oriented 4-dimensional
topological field theory, but formulated in the language of Morita theory. To a closed
surface we attach the category
∫
S
A.
To a 1-manifoldM we attach the monoidal category
∫
M×R
A, which is a stand-in in
the Morita theory for its 2-category
∫
M×RA -mod of modules. Thus for a surface with
collared boundary we have an object in the 2-category attached to the boundary:∫
S
A ∈
(∫
∂S×R
A
)
-mod
and the sewing property above provides the composition structure for the topological
field theory. More generally we obtain invariants for surfaces with boundary com-
ponents marked by module categories for
∫
S1×R
A. Finally to a point we attach the
E2-category A itself, which is the Morita avatar of the 3-category (A -mod) -mod of
A-linear 2-categories (module categories for the monoidal 2-category of A-module
categories).
1.4.3. Roots of unity. The techniques developed in this paper apply to arbitrary rigid
braided tensor categories. In particular, when we consider RepqG, for q a root of
unity, there are four distinct settings in which we can work. The De Concini-Kac
quantum group UDKq (g) arises from directly specializing q in Serre’s presentation for
the quantum group [DCK90]. The resulting algebra has a large center, over which it
decomposes (e´tale-locally) as a direct sum of matrix algebras. The small quantum
group, uqg appears as a quotient of U
DK
q (g) at a certain central character [Lus90];
while uq(g) does not admit an R-matrix [LN15], certain finite-degree extensions of it
do. There is Lusztig’s restricted quantum group U resq (g), which includes divided pow-
ers of Serre generators Ei and Fi, whose category of representations give a braided
tensor category. Finally, there is the braided tensor subcategory of tilting mod-
ules [APK91] for U resq (g), and its quotient by negligible morphisms, the modular
tensor category Mq of Reshetikhin-Turaev theory [RT91]. The four-dimensional
TFT defined by Mq has already been studied by Crane-Kauffman-Yetter [CKY97],
but the others appear not to have received the same attention. It should be very
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interesting to compare the constructions in the present paper in each of the different
root of unity settings outlined above.
1.4.4. Betti Geometric Langlands. An important motivation for this series of papers
is the formulation of a Betti form of the quantum geometric Langlands conjecture.
The spectral side of the “de Rham” Geometric Langlands Conjecture [AG14] in-
volves coherent sheaves on the space of flat G-connections on an algebraic curve X
(i.e., G-bundles on the de Rham space XdR of X). The Betti version of the con-
jecture [BZN16] replaces this category by coherent sheaves on the character variety
ChG(S) of the underlying topological surface (i.e., G-bundles on the Betti version
XBetti = S of X).
The quantization of the de Rham category is constructed using representations
of affine Kac-Moody algebras – in particular through the localization functor stud-
ied by Beilinson-Drinfeld from LG+-integrable g-modules to twisted D-modules on
BunG(X) (depending on a point x ∈ X), where the twisting (or level) plays the role
of inverse quantization parameter. Likewise the quantization of the Betti categories
is constructed in this paper by assembling the localization functors ∆x (x ∈ S) from
representations of quantum groups. The quantum analog of the Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence is provided by the Kazhdan-Lusztig equivalence between the two rep-
resentation categories. We summarize the situation in the following diagram, where
dotted arrows indicate equivalences after analytification, and where in the right col-
umn we indicate the underlying spaces rather than their categories of sheaves:
RepqG
∼KL

∆x
//
∫
S
RepqG
q−RH

q→1
///o/o/o/o/o/o ChG(S)
RH

(ĝ -modk)
LG+
∆x
// Dk(BunG(X))
k→∞
///o/o/o ConnG(X)
The quantum Betti conjecture [BZN16] relates the categories constructed in this
paper with their automorphic counterparts, which are given by twisted sheaves with
nilpotent singular support on BunG∨(X). This conjecture is motivated in turn by the
work of Kapustin-Witten [KW07], in which Langlands duality is related to electric-
magnetic S-duality in 4-dimensional topological field theory (N = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory in the GL twist). The constructions in this paper using factor-
ization homology is an algebraic model for this topological field theory (in contrast
with the de Rham version which does not form a topological field theory, but rather
depends on the complex structure of the curve).
S-duality is also expected to have another analytic (though not algebraic) manifes-
tation, as a duality between quantum character varieties for Langlands dual groups
at dual levels (roughly q = eπik and q∨ = e−πi/k). This is a manifestation of the
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celebrated but mysterious modular invariance in representation theory of quantum
groups: certain aspects of the representation theory of Uqg depend naturally not on
q but only on the corresponding elliptic curve C/qZ. This modularity is expressed
by Faddeev’s modular double [Fad00] and many subsequent works (see for exam-
ple [TV14, FI14] and references therein) and the Langlands duality for quantized
cluster varieties of [FG09].
1.4.5. The KZ category. The Poisson structure on character varieties can also be
obtained by an appropriate reduction of a certain quasi -Poisson structure on RG(S)
introduced in [AKSM02]. This construction was extended and somewhat simplified
in [LBSˇ15] and quantized by the same authors in [LBSˇ14]. The quantization of such
a quasi-Poisson structure is an algebra internal to the so-called Drinfeld braided ten-
sor category, which deforms RepG as a braided tensor category, using a Drinfeld
associator (see [Dri90, Dri89], or [BK01] for an exposition). An important theorem
of Drinfeld [Dri90, Dri89], inspired by an earlier result of Kohno [Koh87], asserts that
there exists a non-explicit equivalence between the Drinfeld braided tensor category
and RepqG, for q = exp(~). While the introduction of associators makes the quan-
tizations of [LBSˇ14] somewhat less explicit than the moduli algebras of [Ale93], the
role of braided tensor categories is made conceptually clearer. We note in particular
that the “fusion” procedure of [LBSˇ14] is very similar to the construction of aP in
Section 5, from copies of FA.
We thus conjecture that their construction agrees with ours when A is the Drinfeld
category. This would imply in particular that the algebras they obtain are related
to those of Alekseev–Grosse–Schomerus by the Kohno–Drinfeld equivalence. We
also expect the representations of surface braid groups obtained from factorization
homology with coefficients in the Drinfeld category to coincide with those coming
from the monodromy of the KZB equations [CEE09, Enr14]. This would give an
explicit computation of the latter using quantum groups.
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2. Factorization homology
We review factorization homology following [AFT17, AF15] to which we refer for
details; see also [Gin15] for a survey of the theory. In this paper we focus on fac-
torization homology over compact surfaces with boundaries. However we will also
need to compute factorization homology on simple examples of manifolds with cor-
ners, i.e. 2-dimensional (paracompact Hausdorff) topological spaces locally modeled
on Rk≥0 × R
2−k. Those are particular examples of stratified manifolds, on which
factorization homology is well-defined thanks to [AFT17].
2.1. Basic definitions. Let Mfld2fr (resp. Mfld
2
or) be the (∞, 1) category asso-
ciated to the topological category whose objects are framed (resp. oriented) 2-
dimensional manifolds with corners, and morphisms between manifolds M,N is the
space Emb(M,N) of framed (resp. oriented) embeddings equipped with the compact-
open topology. Hence 1-morphisms are smooth embeddings, 2-morphisms are paths
between embeddings (i.e. isotopies), 3-morphisms are homotopies between those and
so on. The disjoint union turns those categories into symmetric monoidal categories.
Let Disk2∂,fr (resp. Disk
2
∂,or) denote the full subcategory generated under disjoint
union by the disks Rk×R2−k≥0 , 0 ≤ k ≤ 2 equipped with their standard framing (resp.
orientation). We define similarly Diskfr2 and Disk
2
or as the categories generated by
R2. Fix an (∞, 1)-symmetric monoidal category (C,⊠).
Definition 2.1. A Disk2s,B-algebra in C, for s ∈ {fr, or}, B ∈ {∅, ∂}, is a symmetric
monoidal functor from Disk2s,B to C.
Remark 2.2. One can show, following [Lur, Example 5.2.2.15] and [AFT17, Propo-
sition 2.12], that the notion of a Disk2fr-algebra (or rather the image of R
2) coincides
with what is usually called an E2-algebra, or algebra over the little disk operad. Sim-
ilarly a Disk2or-algebra is an algebra over the framed little disk operad. A Disk
2
fr,∂-
algebra is equivalent to the data of a triple of objects (A,M,N ), the image of the
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triple
(R2,R× R≥0,R
2
≥0),
where A is an E2-algebra andM,N are A-modules satisfying several conditions (e.g.
the pair (A,M) is an algebra over the Swiss-Cheese operad [Vor99]). In this paper
we focus to the particular case M = N = A, i.e. all disks are sent to the same
category regardless of their manifold with corner structure.
We now assume following [AF15], [Lur] that C is cocomplete and that for every
c ∈ C, the functor c⊗− commutes with small colimits. In this setting the following
colimit uniquely defines the factorization homology with coefficients in an E2-algebra
A ∈ C:
Definition 2.3 ([AF15, Lur]). Factorization homology with coefficients in an E2
(resp. Disk2) algebra A ∈ C is the left Kan extension of the above symmetric
monoidal functor with respect to the inclusion
Disk2s,∂ −→ Mfld
2
s
where s ∈ {fr, or}, which will be denoted by
M 7−→
∫
M
A.
Definition 2.4 ([AF15]). A collar-gluing for a framed or oriented manifold M is a
continuous map
f :M −→ [−1, 1]
to the closed interval whose restriction to (−1, 1) is a manifold bundle. We will write
M ∼= X+ ⊔
Y×R
X−
where X+ = f−1 ([−1, 1)), X− = f−1 ((−1, 1]) and Y = f−1(0).
One of the main properties of factorization homology is the following:
Theorem 2.5 ([AF15, AFT17]). Let A be an E2 (resp. framed E2) algebra in C.
Then the functor
∫
(−)
A satisfies, and is characterized by, the following properties:
• If U is contractible, then there is an equivalence in C∫
U
A ≃ A.
• A homeomorphismM ∼= Y ×R, for a 1-dimensional manifold with corners Y ,
equips
∫
M
A with a canonical E1 structure (from inclusions of intervals inside
a larger interval), and any two homeomorphisms induce equivalent E1-algebra
structures.
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• Let M = X− ⊔
Y×R
X+ be a collar gluing of X± along a codimension 1 sub-
manifold Y with a choice of a trivialization N ∼= Y × R of a tubular neigh-
borhood N of Y . Then
∫
X±
A are left and right
∫
Y×R
A-modules respectively,
and there is an equivalence of E0 objects in C∫
M
A ≃
∫
X−
A ⊠∫
Y×R
A
∫
X+
A.
Remark 2.6. Along the lines of Remark 2.2, in the particular case considered in
this paper,
∫
M
A depends only on the manifold with boundary underlying M , not
of its manifold with corners structure. This will allow us to see surfaces with circle
boundaries as being obtained by gluing closed disks whose boundary is divided into
several intervals, and then smoothing the remaining corners.
Remark 2.7. Let S be a surface with, say, a single, circular boundary, and let S˜ be
the manifold with corners obtained by subdividing the boundary of S into n intervals.
Then, providing that the framings match, or that A is a framed E2-algebra,
∫
S˜
A
has a natural structure of a module over∫
⊔nR2
A ≃ A⊠n.
On the other hand,
∫
S
A is naturally a
∫
S1×RA-module. By the previous remark, we
have an equivalence ∫
S
A ≃
∫
S˜
A,
hence the marking induces an A⊠n-module on
∫
S
A as well. It is easily seen that this
module structure is isomorphic to the one obtained via the composition
A⊠n −→ A −→
∫
S1×R
A.
2.2. Pointed Structure. An important additional feature of factorization homol-
ogy is that it is a pointed theory: the invariant assigned to an n-manifold M by an
En-algebra comes equipped with a canonical E0-structure, i.e. a morphism from the
unit of the target category C, constructed as follows. Let ∅ be the empty manifold.
As ∅ is the unit for the disjoint union, we have
∫
∅
A = 1C. Moreover, ∅ is an initial
object in Mfld2or/fr; for any manifold M , there is a unique embedding:
∅ −→ M.
Its image through factorization homology provides a distinguished morphism
1C −→
∫
M
A.
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In the case that C is itself some collection of linear categories (as in the next section),
we have that
∫
M
A is a category, 1C is a category of vector spaces, so that this pointed
structure produces a distinguished object in it, denoted OA,M , the image of the one-
dimensional vector space. Note that the excision property being an equivalence of
E0-objects means that it is compatible with the distinguished object, in the sense
that if M = X+ ⊔Y×R X− is a collar-gluing then there is a canonical isomorphism
OA,M ∼= OA,X+ ⊠∫
Y×R
A OA,X−
in A. Distinguished objects play a key role in our main result, so we will detail some
of their properties in Section 5.1.
3. Categorical settings
We now describe the categorical setting in which we will operate. It is important
for constructions such as factorization homology to work in an ambient category (or
∞-category) with enough colimits and a symmetric monoidal structure preserving
those colimits. We will largely work in the “discrete” setting of 1-categories, so that
only a passing knowledge of ∞-categories is necessary to read the paper. However,
we must address the existence of co-limits in various 2-categories of categories. We
then recall the basic notions of tensor categories, braided tensor categories, module
categories, etc.
For application in representation theory, we moreover require the notion of k-linear
categories. A category is k-linear if it is enriched over the category of k-vector spaces
(note there are no finiteness assumptions on Homs or lengths of objects). We will
always work with categories enriched over some field k, usually k = C, and without
further comment except when technically necessarily (though many constructions
work with suitable care over more general rings).
It is known that the familiar setting Ab of small k-linear abelian categories does
not possess these features needed for factorization homology, since the Deligne tensor
product of two abelian categories is no longer abelian in general [Fra13]. In this
section we will recall four convenient categorical settings where this framework is
well-defined, and discuss the compatibility between them. Standard references for
this section are [AS11, BGT13, Kel82, MP89]. We will consider the following (2,1)-
categories:
• Rex, of finitely co-complete k-linear categories with right exact functors,
• Pr, of presentable k-linear categories with cocontinuous functors,
• Prc, of compactly generated presentable categories with compact and cocon-
tinuous functors (also known as locally finitely presentable, LFPk),
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• Gr, of Grothendieck k-linear abelian categories which admit exact filtered
colimits and a small generator (these are in particular presentable), see Re-
mark 1.2.
The 2-morphisms in each case are the k-linear natural isomorphisms. We note
in passing that since each class of categories is defined by requiring closure under
colimits of a certain shape, and since colimits in functor categories are computed
pointwise in the target, it follows that each of these 2-categories admits internal
Homs, i.e. the Hom between two categories in Rex (resp. Pr, Prc, Gr) is again a
category in Rex (resp. Pr, Prc, Gr).
As motivating examples: for a k-algebra A, the categories A -modfd, of A-modules
of finite-dimension over k, and A -modfp, of finitely presented A-modules, both live
in Rex. On the other hand, the categories A -modlf , of A-modules which are locally
finite dimensional (i.e. every vector generates a finite-dimensional submodule), and
A -mod, of all left A-modules, both live in Prc and in fact in Gr.
Terminology. By a 2-category we will always mean a (non-strict) (2, 1)-category,
in other words, we will not use any non-invertible 2-morphisms. Equivalently, this
means an (∞, 1)-category with 1-truncated mapping spaces. In particular, the notion
of colimits in the (∞, 1) setting coincides with the 2-categorical notion, and with the
notion of a homotopy colimit of categories (See Section 4.2.4 of [?]). We will therefore
use these notions interchangeably.
3.1. An equivalence between Rex and Prc. Recall that a category is presentable
(also known as locally presentable) if it is accessible (generated under colimits by
a small subcategory) and cocomplete (closed under small colimits – in fact this
implies it is complete as well). We denote by Pr the 2-category of presentable k-
linear categories with colimit preserving (aka cocontinuous) functors and natural
isomorphisms.
Presentable categories provide a very flexible setting for algebra: tensor products of
presentable categories are again presentable; so are colimits of presentable categories;
the adjoint functor theorem provides right adjoints to colimit preserving functors, to
which we can then apply techniques such as Barr-Beck monadicity to describe cate-
gories explicitly as categories of (co)modules. In practice the presentable categories
we encounter on punctured surfaces will all be (Grothendieck) abelian categories.
(See also Remark 1.2.)
Recall that an object c ∈ C is compact (resp. compact projective) if Hom(c,−)
preserves filtered colimits (resp. arbitrary colimits), and compact-projective if it
preserves arbitrary colimits. We denote by Cc the full subcategory of compact objects.
The ind-completion ind(C) of a small category C is the universal category containing
all filtered colimits of diagrams in C. It may be constructed as a category of filtered
diagrams in C.
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A category C is said to be compactly generated if any object is a filtered colimit of
compact objects (equivalently, we can identify C with the ind-completion of its full
subcategory of compact objects).
We denote by Prc ⊂ Pr the subcategory of compactly generated k-linear pre-
sentable categories and compact functors, i.e., functors preserving compact objects
or equivalently (by the adjoint functor theorem) possessing right adjoints preserving
filtered colimits.
Remark 3.1. We will adopt the usual convention of referring to objects in ind C for
a category C as ind-objects in C. For instance, an ind-algebra in a monoidal category
C really means an algebra object in ind C with respect to the co-continuous extension
of the monoidal structure.
A category is finitely co-complete if it admits finite colimits. We letRex denote the
2-category of essentially small, finitely cocomplete categories with morphisms right
exact functors (i.e. functors preserving finite co-limits) and natural isomorphisms.
(Recall that a category is essentially small if it is equivalent to a small category.)
Note that since abelian categories are finitely cocomplete, there’s a full subcategory
of Rex consisting of small abelian categories, with right exact functors.
Given a Rex category C, we may consider its ind-completion ind(C) ∈ Pr, which
will be Prc by construction. Given a Rex functor F : C → D, we may consider
the ind-extension indF : ind(C) → ind(D), which will be co-continuous and com-
pact, i.e., will preserve the subcategory of compact objects. Conversely, given a
presentable category C ∈ Pr, we may consider its subcategory comp(C) of compact
objects, an object of Rex. Restricting then to compactly generated categories and
compact functors, we find the operations ind and comp define an equivalence of
(2,1)-categories,
ind : Rex
∼
// Prc : compoo .
It is convenient to go back and forth between the concrete setting of small cate-
gories Rex and the flexible setting of presentable ones Pr: the monadic techniques
we will develop take Rex categories as output, but most naturally produce concrete
descriptions of their ind-completions in Pr. Thanks to the above equivalence, we
will move between the settings interchangeably.
We also record here the following proposition, which was explained to us by Daniel
Scha¨ppi:
Proposition 3.2. : If C is an abelian category and T is a right exact monad on C,
then D := T −modC is abelian.
Proof. The forgetful functor D → C creates all limits that exist in C (for any monad),
in particular finite ones, and all finite colimits (since T preserves finite colimits).
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Since the forgetful functor is also conservative and C is abelian, it follows that the
comparison morphism
coker(ker(f)) −→ ker(coker(f))
is an isomorphism in D, hence D is abelian. 
3.2. The Deligne-Kelly tensor product. For k-linear categories C,D, E , let Bilin(C×
D, E) denote the category of k-bilinear functors from C × D to E , preserving finite
colimits in each variable separately, and with natural isomorphisms as morphisms.
Definition 3.3. The Deligne-Kelly tensor product C ⊠D of C,D ∈ Rex is uniquely
characterized by the natural equivalences,
Rex[C ⊠D, E ] ≃ Bilin(C × D, E).
In [Kel89], it is shown that Kelly tensor product equips Rex with the structure of
a symmetric closed monoidal (2,1)-category, in particular we have a further equiva-
lence:
Rex[C ⊠D, E ] ≃ Rex[C,Rex[D, E ]].
We denote this symmetric closed monoidal (2, 1)-category by Rex⊠.
The Kelly tensor product extends toPrc, where it is characterized by the analogous
universal property (with respect to functors preserving colimits in both factors), and
the functor ind extends to an equivalence Rex⊠ ≃ Prc
⊠ of symmetric monoidal
(2, 1)-categories.
Remark 3.4. It is shown in [Fra13] that the Deligne tensor product of abelian
categories – when it exists – coincides with the Kelly tensor product, but that the
former may not exist in general. This, essentially, is the reason to work with Rex
and Prc, rather than Ab.
Proposition 3.5. The symmetric monoidal ∞-category Rex⊠ ≃ Prc
⊠ is closed
under small 2-colimits, and the tensor product preserves 2-colimits in each factor
separately.
Proof. In [BKP89] it is shown that Rex (equivalently, Lex) is the category of 2-
modules in Cat of a finitary 2-monad T , and as such is closed under arbitrary
bicolimits. Because Rex⊠ is closed monoidal, the functor C ⊠− has a right adjoint,
and therefore commutes with arbitrary colimits. (Recall from Section 3 that colimits
in the 2-categorical setting are identified with their ∞-categorical versions.) 
In particular it follows that Rex (and hence Prc, by the equivalence Rex ≃ Prc
of symmetric monoidal (2, 1)-categories) satisfies the conditions (*) of [AF15] for the
definition of factorization homology (for which a much smaller class of colimits is
required, namely the sifted ones).
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3.3. Tensor and braided tensor categories. It is well known that E1-, E2-
and framed E2-algebras, respectively, in Cat
× are equivalent to monoidal, braided
monoidal and balanced braided monoidal categories (see [Lur, Example 5.1.2.4]
and [Fre17, Chap. 6]). In this section we consider the k-linear analogs of these
structures, as well as the corresponding notion of rigidity (for a general introduction
to rigid tensor categories, see e.g. [EGNO15]).
Definition 3.6. A tensor category in Prc is an E1-algebra A in Prc. Similarly a
braided tensor category in Prc is an E2-algebra in Prc.
This definition is a compact formulation of the traditional notions of tensor and
braided tensor categories. Since Prc is a 2-category, the data of an E1-algebra
consists of a category, a functor of tensor product, and an associator natural iso-
morphism, which satisfies the so-called “pentagon equation”. We will follow the
usual convention of dropping explicit mention of associators in formulas, for clarity
of exposition. We will denote by A⊗−op the tensor category A with opposite tensor
product, so V ⊗op W = W ⊗ V .
Definition 3.7. A tensor category A in Prc is rigid if all compact objects of A are
left and right dualizable. A braided tensor category is rigid if its underlying tensor
category is rigid.
For later use, we note here that the braiding on a braided tensor categoryA endows
the iterated tensor functors,
T k : A⊠k → A,
a1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ ak → a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak,
with the structure of a tensor functor, via the following “shuffle” braiding:
Ja,b : a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak ⊗ b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bk
≃
−→ a1 ⊗ b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak ⊗ bk(3.1)
Ja,b = σak ,bk−1 ◦ · · ·σa3⊗···⊗ak ,b2 ◦ σa2⊗···⊗ak,b1 .
Remark 3.8. In order to define a Disk2or-algebra in Rex, we require A to be
equipped with a balancing [SW01] i.e. an automorphism θ of the identity functor on
A, satisfying
θV ⊗W = σW,V σV,W (θV ⊗ θW ).
It is well-known [Sel11] that, having already assumed A is rigid, this is equivalent to
equipping A with a pivotal structure.
Definition 3.9. Let A be a tensor category in Prc.
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(1) A (right) A-module categoryM for a tensor category A in Prc is a category
M∈ Prc, together with an action functor in Prc,
actM :M⊠A →M,
satisfying standard associativity (pentagon) axioms. We will abbreviate actM(m⊠
X) by m⊗X .
A left module category is defined similarly2.
(2) An (A,B)-bimodule category for tensor categories A and B is, equivalently, a
right module category for A⊗−op⊠B or a left module category for A⊠B⊗−op.
(3) For m ∈M, we denote by actm the action functor on m,
actm : A →M
a 7→ m⊗ a.
This functor has a right adjoint,
actRm :M→ A.
(4) For any n ∈ M, we denote by HomA(m,n) the internal homomorphisms
from m to n, which by definition is the object actRm(n) ∈ A. For any triple
of objects m,n, p ∈ M there is a well-defined composition map in A (see
e.g. [EGNO15])
Hom(n, p)⊗ Hom(m,n) −→ Hom(m, p).
(5) We denote by EndA(m) := Hom(m,m) = act
R
m(actm(1)) the internal endo-
morphism algebra of m, which carries a natural algebra structure.
Remark 3.10. To avoid confusion, let emphasize that it is built into our assump-
tions for tensor and braided tensor categories, module categories, and their module
functors is the requirement that all structural functors are compact-preserving.
Proposition 3.11. Let A be a rigid tensor category in Prc, let M and N be A-
module Prc categories, and let F : M → N an A-module Prc functor admitting a
right adjoint FR as a plain functor. Then FR admits a canonical A-linear structure.
Proof. The assertion appears as Corollary 2.13 of [DSPS14] (and as an exercise to
the reader in [EO04, 3.3]); see also [BZN09, Lemma 3.5] in the dg setting. The
right adjoint to an A-module functor automatically commutes with the A-module
structure in a lax sense, i.e., up to natural transformation. The right adjoint also
automatically commutes strictly with the action of dualizable objects of A, which can
be moved across Hom pairings. Finally the rigidity of A allows us to write objects
of A as filtered colimits of dualizable objects, whence the Proposition follows. 
2Henceforth, “module category” will connote “right module category”
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Proposition 3.12. Let A be a rigid tensor category in Prc. Then the tensor product
functor T : A⊠A → A has a co-continuous right adjoint.
Proof. By assumption, T is cocontinous so it admits a right adjoint TR which is a
priori only a linear functor. We need to prove that TR is cocontinuous if A is rigid.
Since the tensor product in A is associative, T has a canonical A-bimodule structure,
and since A is rigid, TR is an A⊠A⊗−op-module functor. Hence for any X ∈ A,
TR(X) = TR((X ⊠ 1A)⊗ 1A) ∼= (X ⊠ 1A)⊗ T
R(1A).
Since the tensor product of A⊠A⊗−op is cocontinuous in each variable, TR is cocon-
tinuous. 
Proposition 3.13. Let A be a rigid tensor category, andM a right A-module. Then
the action functor
act :M⊠A →M
has a cocontinuous right adjoint.
Proof. The proposition and its proof carry over without modification from the corre-
sponding assertion in the dg category setting, Proposition D.2.2 of [Gai15]. Namely
one can write down explicitly a cocontinuous right adjoint actR and its adjunction
data. The functor actR is given as a composition
M
IdM⊠1A
//M⊠A
IdM⊠T
R
//M⊠A⊠A
act⊠IdA
//M⊠A
of cocontinuous functors, hence is cocontinuous. 
Definition 3.14. The relative Kelly tensor product M⊠AN of left and right module
categoriesM and N for a tensor category A is defined as the colimit of the infinite 2-
sided bar construction forM and N – i.e., the geometric realization of the simplicial
category
· · ·
// //////M⊠A⊠A⊠N
//////M⊠A⊠N // //M⊠N
Remark 3.15. Thus, we take as the definition of the relative tensor product the
standard∞-categorical definition of relative tensor product of left and right modules
over an algebra object in a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Existence of relative
tensor products in Prc
⊠ is an easy consequence of existence of Kelly tensor prod-
ucts, and closure of Prc
⊠ under colimits. It is not hard to show, along the lines of
MacLane’s coherence theorem, that the resulting colimit is can be calculated much
more concretely: essentially, because Prc is only a 2-category, the infinite bar con-
struction strictifies after the second step.
The resulting construction may be characterized as the universal source for bal-
anced functors out of M⊠N ,
Prc[M⊠A N , E ] ≃ BalA(M⊠N , E).
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Recall from [ENO10], Definition 3.1, that a functor F :M ⊠N → E (where M,N
are right and left A-module categories and E ∈ Prc) is called A-balanced when
equipped with natural isomorphisms,
(3.2) Bm,X,n : F (m⊗X ⊠ n) ∼= F (m⊠X ⊗ n),
for m ∈ M, X ∈ A, n ∈ N , satisfying certain coherences. We denote by BalA(M ⊠
N, E) the category of balanced functors. Often, e.g. in [ENO10], formula (3.2) is
taken as the definition of the relative tensor product M⊠AN . See [DSPS14] for an
explicit study of balanced tensor products.
Remark 3.16. The relative tensor product of two E0, i.e. pointed, modules is
canonically again pointed via
Vect ≃ Vect⊠Vect→M⊠N →M⊠A N
where the first arrow is the absolute tensor product of the pointings of M and N
and the second is the canonical functor.
Proposition 3.17. Let A be a rigid tensor category in Prc, and letM,N be module
categories. Then the right adjoint of the canonical functor
µ :M⊠N →M⊠A N
is monadic.
Proof. The proof is a variant of the argument of Theorem 4.7 in [BZFN10], in which
one turns colimits of presentable categories with continuous functors to limits along
their right adjoints, using the adjoint functor theorem, specifically Corollary 5.5.3.4
in [Lur09a]. These limits can be calculated as limits of plain categories, since the for-
getful functor from presentable categories (with either left or right adjoints) preserves
small limits, see Proposition 5.5.3.13, Theorem 5.5.3.18 in [Lur09a].
In more detail, recall that M ⊠A N can be realized as the colimit in Pr of the
simplicial diagram given by the two-sided bar construction, where the simplices are
iterated tensor products M ⊠ A · · · ⊠ A ⊠ N . Such a colimit of presentable cate-
gories with left adjoints can be calculated as the limit in the opposite ∞-category
PrR of presentable categories with right adjoints over the corresponding cosimplicial
diagram of right adjoints. By Propositions 3.12 and 3.13, all functors appearing in
the two-sided bar construction have cocontinuous right adjoints, so that we are in
fact calculating a limit over a cosimplicial diagram in Pr. In particular it follows
that µR is itself a morphism in Pr, i.e., cocontinuous (as well as continuous by virtue
of being a right adjoint). The limit in turn is identified with the corresponding limit
in the 2-category of categories, i.e., with the category of compatible collections of
objects in the cosimplices. However forgetting from compatible collections to objects
of the 0-th term is a conservative functor: a map of compatible collections (whose
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objects are determined by the 0-th term) is an isomorphism if and only if it is so
on the 0-th term. Thus µR is continuous, cocontinuous and conservative, and thus
monadic. 
Corollary 3.18. If A,M and N are moreover abelian then so is M⊠A N .
Proof. Since we are working with compact functors, the monad from the proposition
is itself colimit preserving. Thus Proposition 3.2 applies, and when A,M and N are
abelian so is M⊠A N . 
4. Barr-Beck reconstruction of module categories
4.1. Barr–Beck Theorem. A key tool in our computation is the well-known yoga
of monads (i.e. of unital algebra objects in categories of endofunctors); in particular,
monads arising from adjunctions of tensor functors and module functors. Many of
these results are straightforward extensions to Prc of the work of Ostrik [Ost03,
EO04], in the setting of fusion categories, and [DSPS13] for general finite abelian
categories; we are grateful to Ostrik and Snyder for many explanations.
We begin by recalling Beck’s monadicity theorem. Let (L,R) : C
L
−⇀↽−
R
D be an
adjoint pair of functors. The composition T = R ◦ L is naturally a monad on C via
the adjunction unit and counit,
η : idC → R ◦ L, m : R ◦ L ◦R ◦ L
id⊗ǫ⊗id
−−−−−→ R ◦ L.
Definition 4.1. We denote by T -modC the category of T -modules
3 in C: objects are
pairs (X, f) of an object X ∈ C, and a morphism f : T (X) → X ; morphisms from
(X, f) to (Y, g) are those h : X → Y making the obvious diagram commute.
We obtain a functor, R˜ : D → T −modC, sending A ∈ D to R(A) ∈ C, with its
canonical T -action:
act : R ◦ L ◦R(A)
id⊗ǫ
−−→ R(A).
Theorem 4.2 (Barr-Beck theorem; see [ML98] p. 147-150). The functor R˜ is an
equivalence if, and only if:
• R is conservative/reflects isomorphisms, i.e. if f : X → Y in D, is such that
R(f) is an isomorphism, then f is an isomorphism.
• D has coequalizers of R-split parallel pairs (those parallel pairs of morphisms
in D, which R sends to pairs having a split coequalizer in C), and R preserves
those coequalizers.
3These are sometimes called T -algebras, instead of T -modules.
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose that D is abelian. Then R is conservative if, and only if, for
any X with R(X) ∼= 0 we have X ∼= 0.
Proof. Suppose we have f : X → Y , and that R(f) an isomorphism. Since R
is right exact (in fact cocontinuous) it preserves finite colimits, and since R is a
right adjoint, it preserves arbitrary limits; hence R(ker f) = kerR(f) = 0 and
R(coker f) = cokerR(f) = 0, hence ker f and coker f are zero, hence f is an isomor-
phism. 
Remark 4.4. We note that without the abelian assumption, this only gives us that
f is monic and epic. Thus to check conservativity of functors in what follows, it will
be extremely useful to know the categories involved are abelian – so that monic and
epic maps are isomorphisms.
4.2. Reconstruction for module categories.
Definition 4.5 (See [Ost03, DSPS13]). Let A be an abelian tensor category in Prc
with abelian module category M∈ Prc. We say that m ∈M is:
(1) An A-generator, if actRm is faithful.
(2) A-projective if actRm is colimit-preserving.
4
(3) An A-progenerator, or progenerator for the A-action, if it is an A-projective
A-generator.
Theorem 4.6 (Monadicity for module categories). Let A be a rigid abelian ten-
sor category in Prc, and let M ∈ Prc be an abelian A-module category with an
A-progenerator m ∈M. Then the functor a˜ctRm is an equivalence of A-module cate-
gories,
M≃ End(m) -modA,
where A acts on the right by multiplication.
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.2 to the functor actm : A → M. We need to check
that the right adjoint actRm is conservative and co-continuous, which is precisely the
assumption that m is a pro-generator. Hence actRm is monadic. Because A is rigid,
actRm carries a canonical module structure, so that the monad act
R
m ◦ actm is a module
functor, and can therefore be identified with the functor of tensoring with the algebra
object actRm ◦ actm(1A)
∼= End(m). 
Remark 4.7. Note that a right A-module category with an A-progenerator is iden-
tified with the category of left modules for the internal endomorphism algebra, and
vice versa.
4We note that this is equivalent to asking that actRm preserves finite colimits, since by construction
actRm preserves filtered colimits.
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Definition 4.8. A functor F : A → B is called dominant if every object of B appears
as a sub-object (equivalently using rigidity, quotient) of an object in the image of F .
Remark 4.9. Note that, by Lemma 2.1 of [BN11], a tensor functor F : A → B is
dominant if, and only if, its right adjoint FR is faithful, i.e. B should be generated
under colimits by the image of A.
There are two senses in which the construction of internal endomorphism algebras
is functorial: with respect to A-module functors, and with respect to base change
along a dominant tensor functor F : A → B.
Theorem 4.10 (Functoriality of monads). Let M and N be A-module categories in
Prc, F :M→N an A-module functor, and let m ∈M. Then we have a canonical
homomorphism of algebras,
ρF : EndA(m)→ EndA(F (m)),
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram of functors:
M
ss
F

A
actm
33
actF (m) ** N .
kk FR
KK
Hence, we define:
ρF : End(m) = act
R
m ◦ actm(1)
ηF−→ actRm ◦F
R ◦ F ◦ actm(1)
∼= actRF (m) ◦ actF (m)(1) = End(F (m)).
It is straightforward to see that ρF is compatible with monadic composition, so
defines an algebra homomorphism. 
Corollary 4.11. Suppose that m is an A-progenerator for M, and F (m) is an
A-progenerator for N , so that we have equivalences of A-module categories
M≃ End(m) -modA, N ≃ End(F (m)) -modA .
Then FR is naturally isomorphic to the pull-back functor along ρF .
Recall that if a is an algebra in a tensor category A and N is a left A-module
category, then by definition for any n ∈ N we have that a ⊗ n ∈ N so that one
can consider the category of a-modules in N , which we denote by a -modN . This
category no longer carries an A-module structure, in general.
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Theorem 4.12 (Monadicity for relative tensor products). Let A be a rigid abelian
tensor category, and let M, N be right and left A-module abelian categories, respec-
tively, with A-progenerators m ∈ M and n ∈ N . Then we have equivalences of
categories:
M⊠A N ≃ End(m) -modN ≃ (End(m)-End(n)) -bimodA .
Proof. The second asserted equivalence is obvious, so we focus on the first. First we
note that the A-module category M is A-dualizable, i.e., we have a category M∨
together with a coevaluation
Vect→M⊠AM
∨
and an evaluation
M∨ ⊠M→A
satisfying the standard duality identities. Indeed by Theorem 4.6, we have
M≃ End(m) -modA,
whence we have a candidate for the dual as
M∨ = modA−End(m),
which is moreover pointed by the A-module functor Hom(m,−). The evaluation is
given by the relative tensor product of right and left End(m)-modules in A and the
coevaluation given by the image of the pointing (distinguished object) of M⊗M∨.
Hence, we have a functor,
G :M⊠A N → FunA(M
∨,N )
evm−−→ N
where the first map is an equivalence, induced by the evaluation
M∨ ⊠M⊠A N −→ N ,
and the second map is conservative by the assumption that m is an A-generator:
an A-functor vanishing on m must vanish identically (here we use the property that
M is abelian to characterize conservativity of the functor by checking on objects).
Hence the functor G is conservative. It is easily checked that n′ 7→ m⊠A n′ defines
its left adjoint GL, and that GGL(n′) ∼= End(m) ⊗ n′. Hence we obtain from Beck
monadicity an equivalence,
M⊠A N ≃ End(m) -modN ,
as claimed. 
Corollary 4.13 (Monadicity for base change). Let M be an abelian A-module cat-
egory, F : A → B a dominant tensor functor, and m ∈ M a A-progenerator. Then
m ⊠A 1B is a B-progenerator of M ⊠A B, and we have an equivalence of B-module
categories,
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M⊠A B ≃ F (End(m)) -modB .
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 4.12, simply noting that the functors G
and GA are canonically B-module functors in the case N = B, regarded as a left
A-module through the functor F , and right B-module by the right regular action of
B on itself. 
Remark 4.14. We note that, in the absence of a braiding, the category of A − B
bimodules over algebras A and B, internal to a tensor category A, cannot be written
as the category of A ⊗ Bop-modules in A, as in the case A = Vect, simply because
there is no natural algebra structure on A⊗ Bop.
4.3. Reconstruction for braided tensor categories. We shall assume from now
on that A is a rigid braided tensor category in Prc, which we shall moreover assume
to be an abelian category. In Proposition 4.15 and Theorem 4.18 below, we highlight
two important special cases where monadicity applies.
First, recall that the braiding of A induces a tensor structure on the multiplication
map A⊠n → A, hence a left and a right A⊠n-module structure on A, which we call
the left and right regular actions of A⊠n on A. We have:
Proposition 4.15. For any n, the tensor unit 1A is a progenerator for the n-fold
right regular action of A⊠n on A.
Proof. The unit isomorphisms X ∼= X ⊗1A show that act1A is essentially surjective,
hence dominant. All that remains is to show that 1A is A-projective, and this is the
content of Proposition 3.12. 
Remark 4.16. It is possible to describe EndA⊠2(1A) explicitly, via the co-end con-
struction [Lyu95, LM94, Maj95]; we have:
(4.1) End(A1A) =
( ⊕
V ∈compA
V ∗ ⊠ V
)/
〈Im(idW ∗ ⊠φ − φ
∗
⊠ idV ) | φ : V →W 〉.
If A is semi-simple, we may make this more explicit by choosing a representative X
of every simple isomorphism class of object and write simply,
EndA⊠2(1A)
∼=
⊕
X
X∗ ⊠X.
When expressed through the canonical maps ιU : U
∗
⊠ U → End(A1A), the algebra
structure is the tautological one, composed with the braiding:
V ∗ ⊠ V ⊗W ∗ ⊠W = (V ∗ ⊗W ∗)⊠ (V ⊗W )
σV ∗,W∗
−−−−−→ (W ∗ ⊗ V ∗)⊠ (V ⊗W )
ιV ⊗W
−−−−→ End(A1A).
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Definition 4.17. Let FA := T (EndA⊠2(1A)) denote the algebra in A obtained by
applying the tensor product T : A⊠A → A.
The algebra FA will play an important role throughout the rest of the paper, as
the basic building block for quantum algebras computing factorization homology. As
a special case of monadicity for base change, we have:
Theorem 4.18 (Monadicity for traces). We have an equivalence of categories,
A ⊠
A⊠A
A ≃ FA -modA .
Proof. We have shown in Proposition 4.15 that 1A is a progenerator for the A⊠A-
action. Note that we have an evident isomorphism of functors act1A
∼= T . Hence
applying monadicity for module categories, Theorem 4.6, we have an equivalence of
A⊠A-module categories,
AA⊠A ≃ End(A1A) -modA⊠A .
We may now apply monadicity for base change, Corollary 4.13, to the tensor functor
(T, σ) : A⊠A → A obtain the asserted equivalence of categories.
We note that the tensor product functor plays two distinct roles in this proof: it
gives the A⊠A-module structure on A allowing us to apply monadicity for module
categories and it serves, together with its braiding, as a tensor functor A ⊠A → A
to which we apply monadicity for base change.

Remark 4.19. In particular, let us note in passing that Theorem 4.18 gives an
explicit computation of the zeroeth Hochschild homology, or monoidal trace, of a
braided tensor category. This computation of the Hochschild homology appears to
be new, though its antecedents can be seen in Lyubasheko and Majid’s earlier works
[Maj95, Maj93, Lyu95] which pre-dated the notion of Hochschild homology of tensor
categories.
Clearly, the description of EndA⊠2(1A) implies a similar presentation,
(4.2) FA =
 ⊕
V ∈comp(A)
V ∗ ⊗ V
/〈Im(idW ∗ ⊗φ− φ∗ ⊗ idV ) | φ : V →W 〉,
and in the case A is semi-simple, we may write:
FA ∼=
⊕
X
X∗ ⊗X.
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The multiplication map µ : FA ⊗ FA → FA may be expressed entirely internally
to A. Using the canonical maps ιV : V ∗⊗ V → FA, we may write the multiplication
as follows:
(V ∗ ⊗ V )⊗ (W ∗ ⊗W )
σV ∗⊗V,W∗
−−−−−−→ (W ∗ ⊗ V ∗)⊗ (V ⊗W )
ιV⊗W
−−−→ FA.
See Section 6 for a thorough discussion of the algebra FA, and its many appearances
in low-dimensional topology and representation theory.
For later use, we will also need the following modification of Theorem 4.18. For
an integer k ∈ Z, let I(k) : A → A be the tensor functor whose underlying functor is
the identity, and whose tensor structure is given for X, Y ∈ A by (σY,XσX,Y )k. We
observe that I(0) is nothing but the identity functor, and that a balancing on A is by
definition an isomorphism of tensor functors id = I(0) ∼= I(1), which clearly implies
that I(k) ∼= id as well.
Let A(k) be the right A⊠A bimodule whose underlying category is A, and whose
module structure is induced by
(4.3) A⊠A
id⊠I(k)
−−−−→ A⊠A
T
−→ A.
Let FA(k) denote the algebra in A ⊠ A which is the image of 1A under the right
adjoint of (4.3). Crucially, as objects FA(k)
∼= TR(1) ∼= FA but the multiplication
is twisted by the double braidings. We also note that if A is balanced there is a
canonical algebra isomorphism FA(k)
∼= FA. Then, Theorems 4.18 and 4.13 combine
to give:
Corollary 4.20 (Monadicity for twisted traces). We have an equivalence of cate-
gories,
A(k) ⊠
A⊠A
A ≃ FA(k) -modA .
5. Computing factorization homology of punctured surfaces
This section contains the first main result of this paper, that is an explicit compu-
tation of the factorization homology of a braided tensor category on any punctured
surface. In particular, we treat both the cases of framed surfaces, with coefficients
in braided tensor categories, and of oriented surfaces, with coefficients in balanced
braided tensor categories, separately.
5.1. The distinguished object. Recall from Section 2.2 that the inclusion
∅ −→M
of the empty manifold into any surface induces a canonical functor
Vectk −→
∫
M
A.
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Definition 5.1. The image of the tensor unit k ∈ Vect under the above functor
will be called the distinguished object or quantum structure sheaf, and denoted by
OA,M ∈
∫
M
A.
We note that by construction, the distinguished object is mapped to the distin-
guished object by the functor on factorization homology induced by an embedding
of manifolds. In this section we explicitly compute the functor associated to certain
particular embeddings:
Proposition 5.2. Let X = (R2)⊔k be a disjoint union of k 2-disks. We have:
(1) We have an isomorphism OA,X ∼= 1A⊠k .
(2) The functor on factorization homology induced by any embedding X → R2 is
isomorphic to the tensor functor A⊠k → A.
(3) Any two embeddings of X into a path connected manifold M give rise to
isomorphic functors, and any such factors through the tensor functor A⊠k →
A.
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) are contained in the equivalence between locally constant
factorization algebras on R2 and E2-algebras. Part (3) follows from the fact that
Emb(X,M) is path connected, and the fact that any such embedding can be factored
through an embedding of X into a bigger disk. 
5.2. Moduli algebras. Let S be a punctured surface, together with a choice of an
interval along the boundary. We define the following algebra:
Definition 5.3. The moduli algebra of S is AS := EndA(OA,S), where the internal
endomorphisms are defined with respect to the A-action on
∫
S
A given by the chosen
interval.
The main goal of this section is to describe a combinatorial and explicit presenta-
tion of AS. Punctured surfaces may be indexed by combinatorial data called gluing
patterns P . In this section, we will give explicit presentations of algebras ap in A,
whose categories ap -modA of modules in A describe the factorization homology of
the associated marked, punctured surface Σ(P ).
To focus on the main ideas, we will first assume that A is balanced. This simply
allows us to choose the most convenient framing on a given surface for which to
do computations. In Section 5.3 we remove this assumption, and state the parallel
results for framed surfaces, which follow easily by modifying proofs in the oriented
case.
Definition 5.4. A gluing pattern is a bijection,
P : {1, 1′, . . . , n, n′}
∼
−→ {1, . . . 2n},
such that P (i) < P (i′), for all i = 1, . . . , n.
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A convenient notation to specify a gluing pattern P is by enumerating the tu-
ple (P (1), P (1′), . . . , P (n), P (n′)). We highlight for future use the following gluing
patterns,
(5.1) Ann := (1, 2), T 2\D2 := (1, 3, 2, 4).
By convention, we allow the null gluing pattern D2 : ∅ → ∅. See the Figures 3 and 4,
in Section 6 for examples of gluing patterns.
Remark 5.5. Recall that every (connected) oriented surface with boundary can be
described as the thickening of a (connected) so-called fat graph or ribbon graph,
i.e. a graph equipped with a cyclic ordering at each vertex. A ciliated graph is
defined similarly, but with a choice of a linear instead of cyclic ordering at each
vertex. Ciliated graphs enter the definition of the Fock-Rosly Poisson structure on
the representation variety of the underlying surface [FR99], and of its quantization
by Alekseev [Ale93]. A gluing pattern is the same as a ciliated graph with one vertex.
We use this notion for the sake of simplicity, but we note that both Definition 5.11
and our main result Theorem 5.14 has a straightforward analog for an arbitrary
ciliated graph.
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Figure 1. The punctured surface Σ(P ) constructed from a gluing
pattern P .
A gluing pattern P determines a surface Σ(P ), with a single marked boundary
interval 0, as follows: we begin with a disk D2 with 2n + 1 boundary intervals
labeled 0, 1, . . . 2n, and then glue each of n handles Hi, with marked intervals, i and
i′ to P (i) and P (i′), respectively.
Definition 5.6. The disjoint union of gluing patterns P : {1, 1′, . . . , n, n′} →
{1, . . . 2n} and Q : {1, 1′, . . . , m,m′} → {1, . . . , 2m} is
P ⊔Q : {1, 1′, . . . , m+ n, (m+ n)′} → {1, . . . , 2(m+ n)},
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i, i′ 7→
{
P (i), P (i′), if i ≤ n
Q(i− n) + 2n,Q((i− n)′) + 2n, if i > n
See Figure 5 for an example, yielding an arbitrary genus g surface with r punctures
from disjoint unions of the basic building blocks (5.1).
Definition 5.7. We say that handles Hi and Hj, with i < j are:
• positively linked if P (i) < P (j) < P (i′) < P (j′),
negatively linked if P (j) < P (i) < P (j′) < P (i′),
• positively nested if P (i) < P (j) < P (j′) < P (i′),
negatively nested if P (j) < P (i) < P (i′) < P (j′),
• positively unlinked if P (i) < P (i′) < P (j) < P (j′),
negatively unlinked if P (j) < P (j′) < P (i) < P (i′),
where the sign is (+) if i < j, and (−) if i > j.
Definition 5.8. We define the crossing morphisms,
L,N, U : FA ⊗ FA → FA ⊗ FA,
as follows (diagrams are read from bottom to top):
Linked crossing L
FA FA
FAFA
Nested crossing N
FA FA
FAFA
Unlinked crossing U
FA FA
FAFA
Remark 5.9. Those diagrams make sense because FA, as an object in A, can be
written as a colimit over objects of the form V ∗ ⊗ V (see Remark 4.16 and Equa-
tion (4.2)).
Remark 5.10. The unlinked crossing operator U is nothing but the braiding of A
applied to FA ⊗ FA.
Definition 5.11. For a gluing pattern of rank n, we define the algebra aP to be the
object F⊗nA in A. The multiplication is defined as follows: denote by F
(i)
A the ith copy
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of FA inside F
⊗n
A . Then for each pair of indices 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n the restriction of the
multiplication to F
(i)
A ⊗ F
(j)
A ⊂ aP is given by:
F
(i)
A ⊗ F
(j)
A ⊗ F
(i)
A ⊗ F
(j)
A
id⊗C⊗id
−−−−−→ F(i)A ⊗ F
(i)
A ⊗ F
(j)
A ⊗ F
(j)
A
m⊗m
−−−→ F(i)A ⊗ F
(j)
A ,
where C = L±1 (resp. N±1, U±1), if Hi and Hj are (±)-linked (resp. (±)-nested,
(±)-unlinked), and m denotes the multiplication on FA.
Remark 5.12. We note in passing that the notations AΣ and aP for the algebras
defined in t his section are potentially ambiguous, as they depend essentially on the
choice of braided tensor category A. However, we will suppress this dependence from
our notation, as it will always be clear from context.
Proposition 5.13. Let P = P1∐P2 be the disjoint union of two gluing pattern. The
algebra aP is the braided tensor product of aP1 and aP2.
Proof. By construction, any pair of a handle in P1 and a handle in P2 is unlinked,
hence the cross relations between the corresponding FA factors are those of the
braided tensor product. The result thus follows from the hexagon axioms. 
The following is the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.14. Let A be an abelian rigid balanced braided tensor category in Prc.
We have an isomorphism of algebras AΣ(P ) ∼= aP , and an equivalence of categories,∫
Σ(P )
A ≃ aP -modA ≃ AΣ(P ) -modA
Proof. We may deform the attaching disk of Σ(P ) in such a way that the 0-marked
interval is on the right, and all other marked intervals are on the left.
We have
∫
D
A ≃ A as a category; however the markings on D induce a A⊠2n-A-
bimodule structure,
(a1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ a2n)⊠ b⊠ c 7→ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a2n ⊗ b⊗ c,
which bimodule we denote by 2nAA.
For each handle Hi, we have
∫
Hi
A ≃ AAA, the category A with its right regular
A⊠A-module structure, b⊠ (a1 ⊠ a2) 7→ b⊗ a1 ⊗ a2.
Likewise, given n handles H1, . . .Hn we have
∫
H1∪···∪Hn
A ≃ A⊠n as a category.
We make this a right A⊠2n-module using P :
(a1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ an′)⊠ (b1 ⊠ . . .⊠ b2n) 7→ (a1 ⊗ bP (1) ⊗ bP (1′))⊠ · · ·⊠ (an ⊗ bP (n) ⊗ bP (n′)).
We denote this right A⊠2n-module by AP .
We note that the module structures on AP and 2nAA are precisely those induced
by the markings on the left hand side of Figure 1. Thus, by the excision property
for factorization homology, we have:
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∫
Σ(P )
A ≃ AP ⊠
A⊠2n
2nAA.(5.2)
Let τP ∈ S2n be the permutation obtained by precomposing P with the map
{1, . . . , 2n} → {1, 1′, . . . , n, n′}
defined by
i 7→
{
i/2 if i is even
(i/2)′ if i is odd
Applying Proposition 4.15, we may identify AP with the category of modules in A⊠2n
for an algebra End(1AA)
P obtained by applying τP to End(1AA)
⊠n.
The bimodule 2nAA is simply that induced by the iterated tensor product functor
T 2n : A⊠2n → A, which itself carries the structure of a tensor functor using formula
(3.1). Hence we may apply Theorem 4.13 to conclude,∫
Σ(P )
A ≃ T 2n(End(1AA)
P ) -modA,(5.3)
as a right A-module category.
Note that equations (5.2) and (5.3), combined with Theorem 4.13, yield an iso-
morphism,
a˜P ∼= AS.
Let us now explain how to identify a˜P := T
2n(End(1AA)
P ) with the algebra aP .
First, we consider the subalgebras F
(i,i′)
A = End(1AP (i)AP (i′)), and their images F
(i)
A :=
T (F
(i,i′)
A ). The multiplication induces an isomorphism,
m : F
(1)
A ⊗ · · · ⊗ F
(n)
A → a˜p,
on the level of objects. It remains only to compute the pairwise cross relations
between factors. Note that F
(i,i′)
A and F
(j,j′)
A commute in A
⊠4, because they occupy
different tensor factors. Hence we have the following commutative diagram:
(5.4) T 4(F
(i,i′)
A ⊗ F
(j,j′)
A )
T 4(m)

✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
=
can
T 4(F
(j,j′)
A ⊗ F
(i,i′)
A )
T 4(m)
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
F
(i)
A ⊗ F
(j)
A
m
++❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲
Jij
88qqqqqqqqqqqq
F
(j)
A ⊗ F
(i)
A
Jji
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
m
ss❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤
aP
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The ordering on the tensor factors in AP , and hence the value of Jij, depends on
the gluing pattern. For example, in the positively linked case, as indicated in Figure
2, we have J12 = id⊗σ ⊗ id, and J21 = (σ ⊗ σ) ◦ (id⊗σ ⊗ id), hence:
m|
F
(2)
A
⊗F
(1)
A
= m|
F
(1)
A
⊗F
(2)
A
◦ J−112 J21 = m|F(1)
A
⊗F
(2)
A
◦ L+12,
as claimed. The other five cases follow a similar computation.
J12 =
2’21’1
2’2 1’1
J21 =
2’2 1’1
P(2’)P(2) P(1’)P(1)
Figure 2. In the linked case, we have P (1, 1′, 2, 2′) = (1, 3, 2, 4).

5.3. The framed case. Let us now suppose that A is a braided tensor category in
Prc, which is not necessarily balanced, and that accordingly S is a framed surface,
equipped with a marked boundary interval. In this section, we will compute the
algebra AS. To this end, we need to refine the notion of gluing pattern. In place
of the “handle and comb” decomposition of the previous section, we have instead a
“coil and comb” decomposition. Here a “coil” is a framing of each handle, relative
to its two marked boundary intervals. Clearly S may be presented as glued from
a collection of coils onto a common disk. We call a framing of a disk relative to
its two marked boundary intervals a coil, since we can induce the framing from the
blackboard framing, as for handles, but only under an immersion, which resembles
a coil; see Figure 5. We encapsulate the underlying combinatorics as follows:
Definition 5.15. A coiling of rank n is a function ξ : {1, . . . n} → Z. A coiled gluing
pattern is a pair consisting of gluing pattern P , and a coiling ξ, each of rank n.
Accordingly, let Σ(P, ξ) denote the surface obtained by gluing in the coils framed
by each ξ(k) along the pattern P (see Figure 5).
Definition 5.16. For a coiled gluing pattern (P, ξ) of rank n, we define the algebra
aP,ξ to be the object FA(ξ(1))⊗· · ·⊗FA(ξ(n)) in A. The cross relations between different
factors is the same as in Definition 5.11.
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Theorem 5.17. Let A be an abelian rigid braided tensor category in Prc. We have
an isomorphism of algebras AΣ(P,ξ) ∼= aP,ξ, and an equivalence of categories,∫
Σ(P,ξ)
A ≃ aP,ξ -modA ≃ AΣ(P,ξ) -modA
Proof. We simply note that theA⊠A-module associated to each coil is a copy ofA(k),
so that in place of Theorem 4.18, we instead appeal to Corollary 4.20. Crucially, the
computation of the cross relations in Theorem 5.14 remain entirely unchanged. 
Remark 5.18. We are now in a position to compare concretely two related facts:
on the one hand, if A is in fact balanced, then the algebra aP,ξ is independent of a
coiling, because the theory A defines is oriented. On the other hand, a balancing is
precisely an A⊠A-module equivalence between A and A(1) (and hence between any
two twists A(k)). The choice of a ribbon element therefore determines a canonical
isomorphism between FA and FA(k) for any k, and hence between aP and aP,ξ.
5.4. Mapping class group actions. For the sake of simplicity we return again
to oriented surfaces (and hence we assume that A is balanced); everything can be
extended in a straightforward way to the framed setting. LetM = Σg,n+1 be a surface
of genus g with n+ 1 circle boundary components. By functoriality of factorization
homology, every orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphism f of M induces an auto-
equivalence of
∫
M
A as a pointed category, i.e. an equivalence of categories f∗ from∫
M
A to itself, together with an isomorphism f∗(OA,M) → OA,M . Likewise, any
isotopy between two such diffeomorphisms induces a natural isomorphism between
the corresponding functors intertwining the isomorphisms fromOA,M with its images.
In other words, there is an action of the truncation π≤1(Diff(M)) on the category∫
M
A for which the distinguished object has a canonical structure of an homotopy
fixed point.
Clearly, one obtains the same group if one considers diffeomorphisms and isotopies
preserving a small annular neighborhood b˜ of b. Fix once and for all an embedding of
a small disk inside b˜. To this embedding corresponds a functor ι : A →
∫
M
A which is
isomorphic to the functor actOA,M . Fix such an isomorphism once and for all. Given
a diffeomorphism preserving b˜, the corresponding functor F commute with ι strictly
by definition. In particular we have that F (OA,M) is equal, rather than isomorphic,
to OA,M . Therefore, the pointed structure on F induces an automorphism of the
object OA,M . Now an isotopy between two such diffeomorphisms, itself preserving b˜,
induces an isomorphism between the corresponding pointed functors. In particular
the associated automorphisms of OA,M are equal, which implies the following:
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Proposition 5.19. Fix an interval on the boundary of M and let AM be the corre-
sponding algebra in A. Then there is a canonical action of Γgn,1 on AM by algebra
automorphisms.
5.5. Braid group representations. Let M be a (connected) framed (resp, ori-
ented) surface and fix a framed (resp. oriented) embedding ι : (R2)⊔n →֒ M . It
follows from the formalism of factorization homology that we have an action of the
fundamental group π1(Emb((R
2)⊔n,M), ι) on the associated functor
Fι : A
⊠n →
∫
M
A,
which is clearly Sn-equivariant. This fundamental group is nothing but the pure
braid group of M , in the framed case, or the framed braid group in the oriented
case.
For n = 1 and for any choice of ι, the functor Fι is isomorphic to the free module
functor AM ⊗− and for n ≥ 1 one can arrange so that Fι coincides with
V1 ⊠ . . .⊠ Vn → AM ⊗ V1 . . .⊗ Vn.
Therefore for each γ in the (framed) braid group Bn(M) of M we obtain natural
isomorphisms,
AM ⊗ V1 . . .⊗ Vn −→ AM ⊗ Vγ¯(1) . . .⊗ Vγ¯(n)
where γ¯ is the image of γ through Bn(M) → Sn. In particular if all of the Vi are
equal, we have a representation of the surface braid group on the tensor product.
In the next section, we will compare these with several constructions of braid group
actions on quantum algebras already appearing in the literature.
6. Examples
Let us now catalog some well-known algebras which arise as instances of the
algebras AS constructed in the preceding section. First, we need to recall some
preliminaries about the best-understood source of examples of braided tensor cate-
gories, namely the categories RepH of locally finite-dimensional modules for a quasi-
triangular Hopf algebra H , which we define below.
Recall that for a Hopf algebra H , the category H -mod of left H-modules has a
natural tensor category structure via the coproduct. Similarly, there is a notion of
a quasitriangular Hopf algebra (See e.g. [Kas95] for an exposition), which encodes
the extra structure to determine a braided tensor category structure on H -mod.
The additional data consists of a choice of invertible element R ∈ H ⊗ H , called
the universal R-matrix, with a list of properties yielding that σV,W = τV,W ◦ R :
V ⊗ W → W ⊗ V defines a braiding on H -mod, where τV,W swaps the tensor
components. Finally, Hopf algebras, as opposed to bialgebras, have an antipode
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which implies that there is a natural H-module structure on the vector space dual
of any H-module. There are two, however, closely related issues if we consider the
category of all H-modules: the first is that often, in examples, the R-matrix lives
in a completion of H ⊗ H so that its action is usually not defined on the whole of
H -mod. Secondly, H -mod is not rigid in the sense of Definition 3.7. Both issues are
fixed by considering instead the category RepH of locally finite modules, i.e. the
ind-completion of the category of finite dimensional modules. Equivalently, this is
the category of comodules over the Sweedler dual H◦ of H . Accordingly, we will call
quasi-triangular any Hopf algebra which has the property that RepH is braided, or
equivalently such that H◦ is coquasi-triangular.
Convention. We will fix throughout this section a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra,
and let A = RepH denote its braided tensor category of locally finite-dimensional
modules, as above.
Example 6.1. The quantum group Uq(g) is a one-parameter deformation of the
universal enveloping algebra U(g) of a reductive algebraic group (see [Kas95] for a
survey). The universal R-matrix is an infinite sum in the so-called Serre generators,
so a priori only the category RepqG = Uq(g) -modlf of locally-finite dimensional
modules has a well-defined braiding.
In the remainder of this section, we will highlight a number of isomorphisms be-
tween special cases of the algebras AS and well-known algebras in the representation
theory of quantum groups.
6.1. Braided dual of a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra. Given a Hopf algebra
H , its restricted dual H◦ is the subalgebra of the full linear dual H∗ spanned by so-
called matrix coefficients of finite dimensional representations. The matrix coefficient
cf,v associated to a finite-dimensional representation V of H , a vector v ∈ V and a
covector f ∈ V ∗ is the linear functional defined by cf,v(h) = f(hv).
Example 6.2. The restricted dual Hopf algebra to a quantum group Uq(g) is called
the Fadeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtajan (FRT) algebra. It is a one-parameter deformation
of the algebraO(G) of functions on the simply connected groupG integrating g, along
the so-called Sklyanin Poisson bracket.
It was observed early on by Majid that the restricted dual of an Hopf algebra H ,
in particular the FRT algebra, was not a module-algebra under the coadjoint action
Ad(h)(f) := x 7→ f(h(1)xS(h(2)))
where h ∈ H, f ∈ H∗ and ∆(h) =
∑
h(1) ⊗ h(2). In particular quantizations of
adjoint-equivariant structures were not possible in that framework. Majid therefore
introduced an algebra called the braided dual algebra H˜ to a quasi-triangular Hopf
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algebra. This defines a new algebra structure on the restricted dual (the same under-
lying vector space), with the key difference being that the multiplication of matrix
coefficients twisted by a natural expression in the R-matrices.
By a result of Lyubashenko [Lyu95] (see also [Maj95]), the braided dual H˜ is
isomorphic to the algebra FA constructed via the CoEnd construction (4.2).
Example 6.3. The braided dual of Uq(g) is a quantization of the algebra O(G),
along the so-called Semenov-Tian-Shansky Poisson bracket (so it is also sometimes
denoted by Oq(G)). This Poisson structure is known to coincide with the Fock-Rosly
Poisson structure on G ∼= R(Ann) (see [FR99] and Section 7 ) and the braided dual
coincides with Alekseev moduli algebra of the annulus [Ale93].
In this case, the braided dual goes by many names: it has appeared in the literature
as the “equivariantized quantum coordinate algebra” of Majid [Maj95], “the reflec-
tion equation algebra” (see Remark 6.5 below) [DM03, DM02b], and the “quantum
loop algebra” of Alekseev and Schomerus [Ale93, AGS96, AS96]. A comprehensive
reference is the text [KS97].
Another important feature of quasi-triangular Hopf algebras is that there is a
natural linear map
H◦ → H,
f 7→ (f ⊗ id)(R21R12)
which is in fact an algebra morphism for the algebra structure of H˜ (= H◦). A
quasi-triangular Hopf algebra is called factorizable if this map is injective, and it
turns out that quantum groups are factorizable in that sense [RSTS88] (this should
be thought of as a quantum analog of the non-degeneracy of the Killing form). The
image of the above map coincides with U ′q(g) (see e.g. [BS98]), where U
′
q(g) denotes
the ad-locally finite part of Uq(g), i.e. the vectors which generate a finite-dimensional
orbit under the quantum adjoint action.
6.2. The factorization homology of the annulus. The annulus is homeomorphic
to Σ(Ann), where we recall that Ann(1) = 1, Ann(1′) = 2.
Corollary 6.4. Let A = RepH. We have the following identifications:
AAnn ∼= H˜,
∫
Ann
RepH ≃ H˜ -modRepH .
The braided dual appearing here was used in [DKM03, DM03, DM02b] in order to
produce universal solutions of the so-called reflection equation: it is observed in loc.
cit. that the canonical element L ∈ H˜ ⊗ H (recall that H˜ = H∗ as vector spaces)
satisfies the following equation
(6.1) (id⊗∆)(L) = (R1,2)−1L0,2R1,2L0,1
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Figure 3. The annulus constructed from a gluing pattern yields
AAnn ∼= aAnn ∼= H˜ . The pair of pants yields the braided tensor product
aPan ∼= H˜⊗˜H˜.
in H˜ ⊗ H⊗2 and where H˜ has index 0, and is in fact the universal solution of this
equation in the sense that if A is any algebra and LA ∈ A⊗H any solution of (6.1),
then there is a unique algebra morphism H˜ → A mapping L to LA. Equation (6.1)
implies that L satisfies the reflection equation:
(6.2) R21L0,2R12L0,1 = L0,1R21L0,2R1,2.
Remark 6.5. Equation (6.2) is called the reflection equation, and it expresses the
commutation relations in the braided dual. It is for this reason that one may call
the braided dual Hopf algebra (and its generalizations to arbitrary braided tensor
categories) the reflection equation algebra.
Choosing bases for objects V,W , we have elements (aV )
i
j := v
i ⊗ vj and (aW )kl =
wk ⊗ wl of H˜, and the collection of all such elements spans H˜ . The commutation
relations (6.2) between them may be written explicitly as follows:∑
k,l,m,p
Rijkl(aV )
l
mR
mk
op (aW )
p
r =
∑
s,t,u,v
(aW )
i
sR
sj
tu(aV )
u
vR
vt
or.
Roughly speaking, the reflection equation is related to the braid group of the
annulus the same way the quantum Yang-Baxter equation is related to the braid
group of the plane [KS93]. Crucially, the axioms of braided tensor categories, and in
particular those of quasi-triangular Hopf algebras, not only provide representations
of the braid group of the plane, but imply that those are naturally compatible with
the operadic structure of the braid group, i.e. with the operation of “doubling a
strand”. Equation (6.1) plays a similar role for the braid group of the annulus.
The annular braid group representations of Donin, Kulish, and Mudrov can now
be recovered as follows. As explained in Section 5.5, factorization homology of any
framed manifold carries representations of the corresponding braid groups, naturally
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compatible with strand doubling operations. One notes that the carrying space
for these representations is the tensor product H˜ ⊗ V1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Vn, where V1, . . . , Vn
may be taken arbitrarily from the RepH . This is precisely the carrying space of
the Donin-Kulish-Mudrov representations. It follows from their respective universal
properties (or alternatively, by a direct computation), that the two representations
of the annular braid group on this space coincide. We can state this more formally,
following the notation from Section 5.5
Proposition 6.6. We have a canonical isomorphism of annular braid group repre-
sentations,
For(Fι(V1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ Vn)) ∼= H˜ ⊗ V1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Vn,
where For denotes the forgetful functor from
∫
Ann
RepH to Vect, equipped with the
action by isotopies of disk inclusions, and where the action on the RHS is the Donin-
Kulish-Mudrov action.
Further implications of this correspondence are taken up in the sequel, [BZBJ16].
Remark 6.7. Let us stress here that for the strand doubling operations to be well-
defined one needs the underlying manifold to be framed (the framing determines
in which direction to push the copy of the strand when doubling). Since there
are Z many framings on an annulus, there are in fact a priori Z many versions of
equation (6.1) and as many versions of the braided dual. This is discussed in detail
in Section 6.7 below.
6.3. Factorization homology of several-punctured disk. Let us consider now
the r-punctured disc, which we denote Σ0,r+1 (following the usual convention to view
the disc itself as a once-punctured sphere). We may regard this simply as a disjoint
union of the annular gluing pattern, and hence Proposition 5.13 implies:
Corollary 6.8. Let A = RepH. We have the following identifications:
AΣ0,r+1
∼= H˜⊗r,
∫
Σ0,r+1
RepH ≃ (H˜)⊗r -modRepH ,
where H˜⊗r denotes the braided tensor power of the algebra H˜.
In [DKM03], Donin–Kulish–Mudrov observed that the nth braided tensor power
of the reflection equation algebra provides representations of the braid group of an
n-punctured disk. As in Proposition 6.6, we note that the carrying spaces of both
representations coincide, and that each satisfies the same universal property with
respect to strand doubling, so that the braid group representations they induce are
isomorphic.
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6.4. Quantum differential operators and the elliptic double. Another basic
algebra associated to a quantum group Uq(g) is the ringDq(G) of quantum differential
operators on the groupG. Recall that the classical algebra of differential operators on
G can be constructed as a semi-direct product D(G) = U(g)⋉O(G) where g acts on
O(G) via right invariant differential operators. This construction can be generalized
to any Hopf algebra by considering the so-called Heisenberg double H ⋉H∗, where
H acts by the left coregular action; in the case H = Uq(g) one obtains this way a
deformation of D(G).
It turns out to be slightly more natural to consider instead the semi-direct product
Dq(G) = U ′q(g)⋉ Uq(g)
∗ where U ′q(g) is the ad-locally finite part of Uq(g). This is a
deformation of O(G × G) in the direction of a certain Poisson structure also intro-
duced by Semenov-Tian-Shansky [STS94] as a Poisson-Lie version of the cotangent
bundle T ∗G, and coincides with the Fock-Rosly Poisson structure on R(T 2\D) (see
again [FR99] and Section 7).
It is proven in [VV10] that one obtains the same algebra using the braided instead
of the ordinary dual, i.e. there is an equivariant algebra isomorphism Dq(G) ∼=
U ′q(g)⋉Oq(G) (this holds for any quasi-triangular Hopf algebra).
In [BJ17] an algebra called the elliptic double DH was introduced, which carries
representations of the braid group of the punctured torus. It was shown there (fol-
lowing [VV10]) that if H is factorizable, then the factorizing isomorphism extends to
an isomorphism between the elliptic and the Heisenberg double (though in general
they can be distinct). We note that the elliptic double for Uq(g) also coincides with
the moduli algebra of the punctured torus of Alekseev [Ale93]
6.5. Factorization homology of the punctured torus. In fact the elliptic double
can be regarded as an instance of Theorem 5.14, as follows. The punctured torus
T 2\D is homeomorphic to Σ(P ), where P (1) = 1, P (1′) = 3, P (2) = 2, P (2′) = 4.
See Figure 4.
Figure 4. The punctured torus constructed from a gluing pattern
yields AT 2\D ∼= DH .
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Hence AT 2\D2 ∼= aT 2\D2 ∼= DH , where DH is the algebra in A = RepH which as
an object is H˜ ⊗ H˜ , and whose cross relations, given in Theorem 5.14, coincide with
those of the double (see below). In summary, we have:
Corollary 6.9. Let A = RepH. We have the following identifications:
AT 2\D2 ∼= DH ,
∫
S
RepH ≃ DH -modRepH
.
Remark 6.10. Following Remark 6.5 we can write the cross relations of the elliptic
double more explicitly as follows. First we choose bases for representations V andW
of Uq(g). We let LV , LW denote the N ×N (resp. M ×M) matrix (LV )kl = v
k
⊠ vl,
(resp. (LW )
m
n = w
m
⊠ wn), with the entries regarded as elements of H˜
13. Let DV
and DW denote the same matrices, but with elements regarded instead in H˜
24. We
can write the commutation relations in matrix form:
LVRV,WDW = RV,WDWRW,VLVRV,W ,
or even more explicitly,∑
j,m
lijR
jk
lm∂
m
n =
∑
o,p,r,t,u,v
Rikop∂
p
rR
ro
tul
u
vR
vt
ln,
where we have omitted the labels V,W on R-matrices for ease of notation.
In [BJ17], the constructions of Donin-Kulish-Mudrov were generalized to the case
of a punctured torus, and certain universal representations of the punctured torus
braid group were constructed, compatible in an analogous way with the strand-
doubling operation.
Using this universal property, it is proved in loc. cit. that there is an action
by algebra automorphisms of the mapping class group Γ10,1, which is the universal
central extension S˜L2(Z) of the modular group, on Dq(G). Recall that S˜L2(Z) is
generated by X, Y with relations
X4 = (XY )3 (X2, Y ) = 1.
Using the presentation given in Section 6.5, the action of the standard generators
X, Y is given by:
X · LV = DV X ·DV = DV L
−1
V D
−1
V
Y · LV = LV Y ·DV = DV L
−1
V .
We call the automorphism induced by the action of X the “quantum Fourier trans-
form” because it degenerates to the classical Fourier transform on D(g).
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Once again, following Proposition 6.6, the representations of the braid group con-
structed in [Jor09, BJ17] and in Section 5.5 can be shown to coincide. It follows
from Section 5.4 that Dq(G) carries an action of the mapping class group of the once-
bordered torus, and this coincides with the mapping class group action in [BJ17].
6.6. Factorization homology of the r-punctured surface of genus g. The g-
fold disjoint union of the once-punctured torus gluing pattern yields a gluing pattern
for the once-punctured surface of genus g. The disjoint union of this with the r− 1-
fold disjoint union of the annular gluing pattern yields a gluing pattern for Σg,r, the
r-punctured genus g surface. Accordingly, we have
Corollary 6.11. Let A = RepH. We have the following identifications:
AΣg,r
∼= D⊗gH ⊗ H˜
⊗r−1,
∫
Σg,r
RepH ≃ D⊗gH ⊗ H˜
⊗r−1 -modRepH ,
where ⊗ denotes the braided tensor product of algebras in A.
.
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Figure 5. At left, the r-punctured, genus g surface from a gluing
pattern yields the iterated tensor product of g copies of DH and r− 1
copies of H˜ . At right, the annulus with framing of index k is obtained
by a coiled gluing pattern with a single coiled handle.
6.7. Factorization homology of non-blackboard-framed annuli. When we
treat the case of k-framed annuli, we replace the algebra H˜ ∼= FA with its twisted
version H˜k = FA(k).
Definition 6.12 ([BJ17]). For an integer k, the k-twisted braided dual Hopf algebra
H˜k is H
◦ as a vector space, with multiplication given by
x · y = m(R13R14(R31R13)
k
✄ (x⊗ y))
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where m above denotes the multiplication of H◦.
It follows immediately from their definitions that the case we have isomorphisms
FA(k)
∼= H˜k.
In [BJ17], it was explained that for any quasi-triangular Hopf algebra in fact the
twisted braided duals H˜k and H˜k+2 are isomorphic via the so-called Drinfeld element,
and that when H is moreover a ribbon Hopf algebra (i.e. the category RepH is a
ribbon tensor category), then the H˜k are isomorphic for all k.
An annulus with framing indexed by k ∈ Z is framed-diffeomorphic to surface
Σ(P, ξ), where P is the trivial gluing pattern on one handle, and ξ denotes the kth
coiling of the handle. See Figure 5. Let Annk denote the annulus equipped with the
framing indexed by integer k. We have the following straightforward modification of
Theorem 5.14:
Corollary 6.13. Let A = RepH. We have the following identifications:
AS ∼= H˜k,
∫
Annk
RepH ≃ H˜k -modRepH .
Proof. All that is required to modify the proof of the main theorem is to note that
the role played by the right-regular module AA⊠2 is now played instead by the same
module, where the action of one of the A factors is twisted by the kth power of the
double-braiding. 
7. Character varieties and quantization
In this section we explain how our formalism recovers the classical character stack
and the character variety, and provides a quantization of the Atiyah–Bott Poisson
structure on the latter.
7.1. Classical character varieties from RepG. Recall that ChG(S) and ChG(S)
are respectively the character stack and the character variety defined in the intro-
duction. If S is a connected surface of genus g with n > 0 points removed, then
π1(S) is the free group on 2g + n− 1 generators, hence
ChG(S)
∼= G2g+n−1/G,
where the (stacky) quotient is taken with respect to the diagonal adjoint action. In
that case, the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on ChG(S) is easily identified with
the category of O(G2g+n−1)-modules in RepG. Comparing with Theorem 5.14, we
have:
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Theorem 7.1. If S is a punctured surface, then we have an equivalence of categories,
QCoh(ChG(S)) ≃
∫
S
RepG,
between the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on ChG(S), and the factorization ho-
mology of S with coefficients in RepG.
There is a natural identification ChG(S)
∼= Map(S,BG) where BG is the clas-
sifying stack of G. We denote by Rep~G the formal version of RepqG, defined as
in Section 1.3.2 but using the formal quantum group U~(g) instead. Hence, if X is
a topological space of dimension 0, 1, 2, factorization homology with coefficients in
Rep~G should be thought of as a quantization of the functor
QCoh(Map(−, BG)).
In [PTVV13] (see also [Toe¨14]) the authors prove that the classifying stack BG has
a canonical 2-shifted symplectic structure induced by the Killing form on g. It gives
rise by integration/pull-back to a 0-shifted Poisson structure on ChG(S) (symplectic
when S is closed) which is a stacky version of the Poisson structure on the affine
algebraic variety ChG(S). The category
∫
S
A is a quantization of this structure.
The main goal of this section is to show directly that our constructions also provide
a quantization of the Poisson algebra of functions on the categorical quotient ChG(S),
in the sense of deformation quantization.
7.2. Gluing patterns, fat graphs and Poisson structures. Let S be a punc-
tured surface of genus g, and choose a gluing pattern P for S with n handles, and let
A = Rep~G. Recall that we have associated to this data an algebra aP in Rep~G.
The category Rep~G has a tautological strict tensor functor to the category of vector
spaces, hence the algebra aP can be identified with an associative algebra, under this
functor. A gluing pattern can be viewed as an instance of a ciliated fat graph in
the sense of [FR99], with only one vertex. Recall that G has a standard Poisson
Lie group structure. To a ciliated graph, Fock-Rosly attach a Poisson structure on
G2g+n−1 and shows that the adjoint action of G in this space is Poisson-Lie. Their
main result is the following:
Theorem 7.2. The inherited Poisson structure on G2g+n−1/G does not depend on
the choice of the underlying ciliated fat graph, and coincides with the Atiyah–Bott
Poisson structure.
The main result of this section is then:
Theorem 7.3. The algebra aP is a quantization of the Fock–Rosly Poisson structure
on G2g+n−1. Its subalgebra of invariants, HomU~(g)(C, ap), does not depend on the
choice of P and is a quantization of the Atiyah–Bott Poisson structure on S.
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Before the proof, let us reformulate Fock–Rosly’s construction in a way convenient
for our purpose (we refer the reader to the original paper [FR99] or the survey [Aud97]
for details). Fix a ciliated graph Γ with one vertex, let Σ be the corresponding surface
and label the edges from 1 to n in the order determined by Γ. Since Γ has only one
vertex, the Fock–Rosly Poisson bracket is defined on
O(G)⊗n = O(Hom(π1(Σ), G)).
Moreover, it is enough to compute the Poisson bracket {f, g} for f ∈ O(G)(i) and
g ∈ O(G)(j) for i ≤ j, which in turn is determined from the Poisson brackets coming
from graphs with one vertex and one or two edges.
For x ∈ g, we will denote by xl, xr the action of x on G by left-invariant and
right invariant vector field respectively, and we set xad = xr− xl. Let r ∈ g⊗2 be the
classical limit of the quantum R-matrix and set ρ = 1
2
(r1,2−r2,1) and t = 1
2
(r1,2+r2,1).
Let πSTS be the bivector field
πSTS = ρ
ad,ad + tr,l − tl,r.
It induces on G a Poisson structure which has been introduced by Semenov–Tian–
Shansky [STS94]. We will denote by GSTS the variety G equipped with this Poisson
structure. Then GSTS is a Poisson Lie variety under the adjoint action of the Poisson-
Lie group G.
We can then extract the following from [FR99, Propositions 3 and 5]:
Theorem 7.4. Let Γ be a ciliated graph with one vertex and n edges. The corre-
sponding Poisson structure on O(G)⊗n is induced by the bivector field∑
i
π
(i)
STS +
∑
i<j
(πij − πji)
where it is understood that πij is a 2-tensor acting on the ith component of the first
factor and the jth component of the second factor of G2n = Gn ×Gn, defined by:
πij =

±(rad,ad) if i, j are ± unlinked
±(rad,ad + 2tr,l) if i, j are ± linked
±(rad,ad − 2tr,r + 2tr,l) if i, j are ± nested
7.3. Quantization via Rep~G.
Proof of Theorem 7.3. The following is well known (see e.g. [DM03, Mud06]):
Theorem 7.5. The reflection equation algebra O(Rep~G) is a flat deformation of
O(G), quantizing GSTS.
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Moreover, the left U~(g)
⊗2 action on the reflection equation algebra becomes, at
the classical limit, the left U(g)⊗2 action on O(G), where the action of the first copy
of U(g) is induced by
g ∋ x 7→ xr
and the second action is induced by
g ∋ x 7→ −xl
(since left invariant vector fields act on the right, the minus sign turns this into a
left action). Hence to prove the claim it is enough to check that say for i < j the
bivector field πij coincides with the quasi-classical limit of the action of Lij , Nij or
Uij if the handles i, j are linked, nested or unlinked respectively. We prove this in
the nested case, the other cases are similar: dropping indices for the sake of clarity,
we have
(7.1) N = τ12,34 ◦R1,34(R
−1)34,2 = τ12,34 ◦R12,34(R34,2R2,34)
−1,
and hence,
(7.2)
τ12,34 ◦N − 1
~
mod (~) = r12,34 − 2t1,3 − 2t1,4.
where we used that ri,j + rj,i = 2ti,j and
rij,k = ri,k + rj,k ri,jk = ri,j + ri,k.
The right hand side of (7.2) acts on G×G via the bivector field
rad,ad − 2tr,r + 2tr,l
as required. 
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